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Note.

The text of Callimachus used for this thesis is that of R. Pfeiffer,

Callimachus, Oxford, Clarendon Press; vol. I, :8'ragmenta, 1949, vol. II,

Hymni et Enigrammata, 1953. For other ancient authors quoted the latest·

Oxford Classical Text has been used, except in the case of Hesiod,

Herondas, Longinus and Cato, for whom the latest Teubner text has been

used. Periodicals have generally been cited in full, but standard

abbreviations have occasionally been used and can be checked in

,/

Marouzeau, L'Annee Philologiqu~.

(iv}



Addenda.

Page 51, note 1: this explanation of arsis and thesis refers to
dactylic metre.

Pa,g,-e 54, line 2 : the digamma is mentioned by Trypho at Pass. 11,
and' referred to by Dionysius of Halicarnassus at I, 20.

Page 55, line 12 : it is not certain, however, that Apollonius has
chronological precedence in this case.

Page 67, line 14 : good examples of Catullus' adherence to the Greek
are found at lines 44, 47-8, 51-4 and 75-6, which resemble
Callimachus, fr.l~O, lines 44, 47-8, 51-4, and 75-6,respectively.



INTRODUCTION.

This thesis attempts to determine the importance of the Hymns of

Callimachus in Greek literature by considering them from several

viewpoints. Callimachus wrote during the first half of the third

century B.C., at a time when traditional religion was still considered

an important stimulus to serious literature; hence the ~ymns concern

the same Olympians who had presided over Greek literature for

centuries. Callimachus, then, builds from a traditional base. In

this thesis we shall see how he brought fresh interest to his theme

by incorporating ideas from other sources, both contemporary and

earlier. It is also possible to see the influence of elements from

other parts of the Callimachean cornus ; the most important in this

respect are his Epigrams, of which some sixty survive, his Aitia, an

aetiological poem in four boqks of ele~iacs, and his Iambics, of whioh

thirteen survive more or less intact. Callimachus' attitude to his

literary heritage can be seen from his famous phrase
, I'

a:lJ·a.p-rupov

o~6tv ~cL6w (fl'. 612). In this thesis we shall observe his advance

from this standpoint.

Chapter One examines the influences of other ~enres of

literature upon the Hymg§. The role of tragedy is considered, and a

possible Callimachean involvement is discussed. Two genres of literature

which may be said to have reached their peak in the Hellenistic era

are the epigram and the mime ; both are examined in relation to the

(v)
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Chapter Two deals with a comparison between the Homeric

Hymns and the Hymns of Callimachus. The former provides a convenient

title for the numerous hexameter hymns which were written in the

pre-classical, classical and even Hellenistic ages. It will be seen

that Callimachus has expanded the rather rigid framework of the

Homeric hymn to include new elements ; he has also occasionally

excluded earlier features. The result s lv-hich Callimachus achieved

were themselves adopted and adapted later in Latin literature.

Chapter Three is of more varied content. Metre' and prosody

are considered in relation to the Homeric background. A possible

element of the evolution of the hexameter is discussed, and several

phrases from the ~mns are examined which suggest that Callimachus

was recalling this original element. l Dating the ~~ns upon

subjective grounds has been avoided, but an attempt is made to find

a pattern of development "I'd th rer,-ard to Callirnachus' use of certain

metrical features. The influence of other aspects of Callimachus'

style upon Catullus is also glanced at. structural effects are then

dealt with, and the arrangement of "l'lOrds within the hexameter is

considered both in respect to earlier literature and to la~er Latin

literature. The frequent use of anaphora is discussed, followed by

an examination, in the fifth hymn, of a possible Callimachean

re-modelling of the traditional Homeric epithet. Callimachus' use

IFor further evidence of Callimachus' interest in gnomic
sayings v. M.L.West, ~R., XIX, 2 (N.S.), June, 1969, p.142.

(vi)
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of t'tJO features common to early epic, the simile and tmesis, is

examined. The chapter ends with a mention of alliteration, rhyme

and other verbal points.

The fourth chapter consists of a brief conclusion which

attempts to synthesise the various elements of the thesis in order

to obtain a general picture of the poet and his work.

(vii)
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CHAPTER I

INPLUENCES OF OTm~R GENPJ~S.

The scholars of Alexandria, who were often creative literary figures,

were reno,ined for their learnin~ and range of knowledge. Callimachus,

who practised both professions, Ivas almost certainly the most famous

scholar-poet of antiquity. During his lifetime he may be presumed to

have read most of the Greek literature written up to that time, and if

he were to catalogue such works correctly, he would require considerable

powers of criticism.
l

This background will help us to understand the

nature of the Hymns; and we shall see how Callimachus made use of it

to solve the problems which faced him.

The main problem was this : How was a third century poet to

write something of originality and interest in a genre which had been

exploite"d for centuries, element s of ;,'Jhich enj oyed the fame of the

divine bard Homer, and his age ? This chapter seeks to provide part

of the anSNer. Callimachus seems to have exploit ed the possibilities

of the hymn, to have le~ it in new directions, and to have bestowed

a series of life-giving transfusions from other genres. His learning,

his knowledge of earlier as well as contempor~ry literature thus

becomes of great importance •

. lHe did not please all with his classification of a paean of
Bacchylides, and the orator Prodicus, v. Pfeiffer, A History of
Classical Scholarship, oxford., Clarendon Press, 1968, up. 130-31.

1

I
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With the quest for novelty and originality came also that of

variety. The variety of style and form in the six hymns cannot fail

to impress the reader. Callimachus was probably making use of the

different kinds of hymns known in antiquity - religious hymns,

processional hymns, symposial hymns, etc.: These were written in a

variety of metres by authors such as Eumelos, Terpander, Alcaeus,

Alcman and Pindar? There were also hymnal elements in carmina popularia

as well as in the classical tragedians. This diversity must surely

have become an asset to Calli"machus.

Bearing in mind the reciprocal nature of Alexandrian poetry

it is hardly surprising to find the Hymns of Callimachus shOWing

the influence of other contemporary literature, such as the mime or

pastoral poetry. But the influences of the classical period of

Pindar and the drama - are no less strong, although, perhaps, more

problematic, and it will be worthwhile to consider the question in

some detaiL

Conflicting evidence awaits us when we examen the question

of Callimachus and tragedy. Did he himself write any? The question

is of no mere academic interest. It has been su~gested that the BL~

are works of considerable originality in form and content; if

Callimachus wrote tragedy, such qualities might again be expected to

be present. Do the tragic elements in the ~y~ns, then, have this

lAs well as the Homeric Hymns, which will be considered in
detail in the next chanter.

2
:b'or detailed information v. Wunsch, fl.-E., IX, s.v.Hymnos,

particularly sub-section IV, pp.lS5-164.
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hypothetical Callimachean flavour, or are they rather classical ?

It would clearly be of great help if we knew that Callimachus

wrote drama, and equally instructive if we knew for certain that he

did not. The Souda is quite clear on this point. Callimachus ,-Irote

tragedy (as well as comedy). Apart from this, however, there is

no mention in antiquity of Callimachean tragedy; nor, of course,

is there any extant. It is noticeable that Callimachus wrote no

hym~ to Dionysus, but this may not be too significaDt. It is one

of the paradoxes of Greek literature that tragedy, although

Dionysiac in origin and pretext, is nevertheless Apollonian in

content, i.e. the intellectual element supersedes the irrational.

Further evidence against any Callimachean tragedy may be provided

This is almost certainly a reference to tragic bombast, and,

unless humour is intended, it is hardly complimentary.l It may also

be said that the style of Callimachus, his NovoCtv •••• A.E:1t-ra.A.b IV

(fr.I,24.) was unsuitable for the grandiloquence of tragedy. This

view, however, may refer only to tragedy of the fifth century,

especially Aeschylus; we know little of su~sequent tra~edy. ?ro~ertius

certainly seemed to see a distinction beti'leen the Aeschylean style

of writing and the work of Callimachus,II"Lxxiv,41:

lIt is not impossible that there may be a metrical reference
to the lecythium. Although this term appears 'first in Hephaistion, it
was based on a phrase of Aristonhanes,Ra.1200 and subsequent lines
A. Tl'd'8 L.OV 6:1tWAE:O(;V , which Callimachus ,-[ould presumably have kno"ll.
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de sine et Aeschyleo componere verba coturno.

where Lynceus lS advised instead, (11.31-2.):

tu satius memorem Nusis imitere Philetan
et non inflati somnia Callimachi.

Against such points, however, there is still something to

There is, of course, no certainty that Callimachus is referred_to,

but if he is, then the addressee suggests that drama is in question

but it may equally well be a reference to sympotic poetry, during the

course of whicE some kind of poetic contest was held. In this case

the epigram might have been inscribed on a drinking vessel -

It seems that Callimachus is praising a tragedy, or perhaps a

dithyramb, of Theaitetos. That its style should be acceptable to

Callimachus suggests that tragedy may have altered since the fifth

In this epigram Callimachus (assuminn: that }d1Y~of 1. 6 refers to

i

.'
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Callimachus) seems to be saying that he lost his friends by

producing a drama - uhether his own or someone el se' s ,;"re are not

not told. At the least, it shm'lS a considerable interest in drama.

Moreover, Callimachus justified his no~ucC6£~a (which may be a

significant word in itself) by claiming in Iambus 13 to follow Ion

of Chios, according to the diegesis; Ion was a fifth century figure

noted for his variety of composition, but his main claim to fame

,.laS as a tragedian, and the Alexandrians placed hfm in their "Canon"

2
of tragic poets. It is also interesting to note that Callimachus and

Ion seem to be the only poets, or writers for that matter, to use the

noun oapov in a metaphorical sense. Ion, in his tra~edy 'Apy£to~
3

Wl'ote; cc .. ' " , ,wG na~a~ov o~x~aG oapov.

Hesychius, who quotes this passage, adds: et~£~ 6~ ~~y£~v g~~

cIon has, in fact, by the apologetic wG,

if it belongs to the quotation, (which it may not), produced

what might be called a "metaphorical simile". Callimachus uses the

noun in Iris' derogatory description of Delos (lV, 225.):

Did Callimachus derive this metaphorical usage of the word from Ion?

Phrynichus, who censures the incorrect use of this word4 seems only

to know of its literal sense. In either usage it is extremely rare.

1,Pf.vol.l,p.205.

2R_~., lX, p.186l.

3
Fr. 9. (Nauck)

4
Eclogae Nominum et Verborum Atticorum, ed. Lobeck, p.S3.
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The style of Ion may have seemed less bombastic and grandiloquent

to Callimachus than that of his traGic contemporaries, if we can

trust "Longinus", who says of Ion (and Bacchylides):l

"They are without fault, and 1-Irite 1dth beauty a..rJ.d smoothness."

For these several reasons, then', we must consider the possibility

that Callimachus wrote drama.,2 But even if that question cannot be

answered with more satisfaction, there is no doubt of the influence

of tragedy in the Hymns. It is, in the main, confined to the fifth

and sixth hymns, although elseHhere the occasional 1;-Iord or phrase

is found which recalls the fifth century tragedians3 • But they tell

us little about Callimachus' use of the structure and conceptio:r,J. of

tragedy as a genre. The fifth and sixth hymns, however, c~~ be

regarded as a study of VCl1£cJ Lc; and {)~p Lc; , 1-Ihich 'I-Jere fundamental

conceDts of Greek tragedy. It is true that they 'I-Jere also

fundamental to Greek thought in general, but the emphasis which

they receive here is absent from earlier hymns. The sixth hymn is

concerned with the {)~pLc; of Erysichthon, who deliberately and

blatantly sets himself in conflict with a deity, Demeter, as

Pentheus had done with Dionysus in the Bac9hae. For this vSl1£cJLc;

awaits him, and the goddess brings about his ruin, as Aphrodite

133 , 5.

2Giannini (Dionysio XXXVII, 1963. )mentions a supposed'
reference to fellow tragedians in fr.486, but it is too uncertain
for sorious consideration.

3Lists are given by Kuiper, Stu~ia Callimachea, Leyden,
1896,pp.226-7, and Giannini, oP,ci't. PP.52,3,6.
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destroyed Hippolytus. Erysichthon's downfall by insatiable

hunger, and his ignominious end as a beggar, do not, perhaps,

equal the glorious fate of some tragic figures; his punishment,

ho"rever". is similar to that of Tantalus, food and hunger being

esential elements. Tantalus, incidentally, was the subject of a

tragedy by at least four fifth century tragedians - Aristarchus,

Aristias, Phrynichus and Sophocles ; Callimachus had presumably

read them. The tracric element is not a study of Erysichthon's

character. This is probably due as much to the limited scope of

the hymn as to the fact that Demete~ is the main subject. The end

of this sixth hymn also resembles a tragic epilogue. The speaker(s)

pray(s) to Demeter to be spared the fate of Erysichthon, and to

receive prosneri ty. t'Je are reminded of the ending to the Suppliants

of Aeschylus, "There the chorus of the dau[:'hters of Danaus pray to

be spared the fate of marriage with the men they hate, the sons of

Aegyptus.

The fifth hymn, the Bath of Pallas, is slightly different.

The offence of Teiresias can hardly be termed U~PLs ' since his

action was involuntary o~x letAwv (1.78.). He had no intention

of witnessing the bath of, Athene ; it was his fate to do so, (11.104-'5):

, '\ M - '(6'~ ~ '\'•••• ~~~L ~iOLP~V W c~~vDoa ~Lva,
c:, ,_, "aVLxa .0 ~pa.ov VLV cyCLvao ~ •••

The tragic element in this is quite obvious. Oedipus, too, in his

\ \ , ( )innocence, was led to enact .a ~D eC~L.a • 1.78•• Both characters

e' 6' , ;1/illustrate well the common Greek maxim ~a wv C.~ VllTCL0l:; cyV(I).

Teiresias comes to wisdom through suffering,and fares considerably
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better than Erysichthon. His punishment is tempered iii th mercy ;

he is given the gift of prophecy to compensate for his blindness.

Those who regard Callimachus as a propagandist and sycoph~~t of

the Ptolemies, because of certain elements in the fourth and other

hymns, should observe that Teiresias does not make such flattering

use of his newly acquired gift of ~rophecy. Indeed, he is a XW~~V

TtpOOO)7tOV - perhaps still awed by the presence of Athene

(1.83. ) The role of Chariclo, mother of Teiresias,

is not unlike that of some tragic choruses. Her words could well

be those of a coryphaeus in a chorus heavily committed to the

action, such as is found in the Bacchae of Euripides. Teiresias

also figures in that play, and a comparison of his case with that

of Actaeon is made there too.

In his fifth and sixth hymns Callimachus had displayed the

divine vengeance on both the guilty and innocent. We also find that

the impact of a deity upon the minds of mortals is reminiscent of

similar themes in tragedy, although Callima.chus does not develop

the Dossibilities to any great extent. In the second hymn, to

Apollo, the god enters into the minds of the chorus of youths

they see ~ld hear his presence, although others cannot. We are

again reminded of the Bacchae, where the minds of the women are

possessed by Dionysus. In this second hymn, and also in the sixth,

the chorus are represented as initiates. In the latter case they

they are worshippers of Demeter, and while the scene is a contemporary
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one, the Eleusinian mysteries may well have been in the poet's

mind.

It would also appear that Callimachus used the phraseology

of such religious ceremonies to express a poetic ideal, as Horace

did at the beginning of his third book of Odes. Certainly t \
CXO:C;

( 11,2.) recalls Horace's:

Odi nrofanum volgus et arceo, (Carm.III,i,l.)

Callimachus instructs the young men to sing, ( and most of the rest

of the poem may be intended to represent his song for them)

8).

Horace had similarly written: virginibus puerisque canto (Carm.III,i,4).

In general it would seem that Callimachus has made use of

tragedy in. it s t radi tional classical form j we have al so seen that

he praised the Hellenistic trapedy of Theaitetos. It appears likely,

then that Callimachus had no complaint against tragedy as a penre,

but rather against the bombast and pomnosity which some writers

applied to it.

Mime and epigram are tvlO genres of literature which were of

great importance in Hellenistic times. Now that we possess eight

more or less complete mimes of Herondas we can perceive the influence

which this type of literature had upon Callimachus. Strictly verbal

coincidences between Herondas and Callimachus . are fevJ and inconclusive.
1

lrnstences are cited in the index to the edition of Herondas
by Headlam and Knox, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1922.
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But the mimes as a whole are certainly significant. In this

respect hymns _.11, V and VI stand apart from the rest. Horo'l-lSki, 1

indeed, calls them religious mimes; this, however, seems to

anticipate the question of perform~ce, which is at best a

dubious issue.

We can certainly see that hymns II., V and VI differ

radically from the others. They plunge immediately in medias res,

which is a characteristic associated with the mime, but not

generally with the hymn. It may be, however, that Callimachus

derived this indifference to a formal setting from the epigram,

which, because of its brevity, must dispense with such matters.

Epigrams generally rely on the use of a telling word or pregnant

'phrase which reveal the setting and situation. The setting is, in

fact, part of the action, and unfolds itself line by line.

Callimachus himself gives us a fine example of this in ep.13

What we are not told, but must deduce for ourselves, is that the

first speaker is standing beside a gravestone. The second speaker

is dead and is represented as replyinG from the world below. This

is quite an unusual idea, as normally one had either to be addressed

IDe Call. Hymnorum Colore Mimico, (Eos,LIV,1964.) p.73.
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by a ghost or descend to the underworld oneself. The idea is not,

however, without precedent in earlier Greek epigraml ; later the

Roman poets further advanced the technique. 2

We can see how this epigrammatic technique has been applied

to the introduction and setting of the Hymn to Apollo;

The speaker is in front of a building , which has a gate or door

with bolts. Since Apollo is there, it must be his temple. A laurel

branch and a palm tree are nearby ; a crowd of youths is in attendance.

This information is not presented to us in a factual way ; the reader

must fill in certain details, and a complete picture emerges only

gradually.

The technique used by Callimachus here is not o_is.similar

to that use~ by Theocritus in the Adoniazousai, in which the

influence of the mime can be clearly seen - in fact, it is a literary

mime. This poem of Theocritus is on a slightly higher social level

than most of the mimes of Herondas j the three mimetic hymns of

Iv. Friedlander and Hoffleit, Epigrammata, Univ. of
California Press, 1948, no.139A.

2 For instance v. Propertius,J;,,:xxi, and IV, :xi. Also
Horace,Carm. L, xJc"Viii.



Callimachus, however, are so far removed from contemporary

reality that the plot is far from being a ~(~~OL~ pCou. Yet both

Herondas and Callimachus would appear to have influenced each

other. While the latter made use of the genre of mime, Herondas

parodied and ridiculed the style of Callimachus. In his sixth

mime Herondas makes the rather pointless introduction of two

K.erdons, l:Jhen it is really a third Kerdon who is meant. There

seems to be no reason for the sudden brief mentio~ of the first

two. Herondas' words are (VI,48-9.):

- ~, ,
•••••XOLO~~ SLTI~ ~OL, K~p6wv;

s:. " , \ \ 9K' s:. n' ...uU ~LOL yap spuwvs~, SL~ ~sv •••••

This stronGly resembles the opening of Callimachu~first hymn,

to Zeus, where the author does not YJlOW which Zeus he is to sing

, " 1of, for there are tvJO, (1,4.): ••• l'lLx-rat'ov asLoov.. CV T)C Auxat'ov;'

If it is true that Herondas is parodyinG the opening of

Callimachus' first hymn, then something further can be said

about the relative chronology of the two authors and their works.

It would also enable us to be more sympathetic to other claims

of interdependence.

Such a claim has recently been made concerning the eighth

2
mime of Herondas, the Dre~~ The writer regards the old man who

12

IThis motif in Callimachus is found again at the opening
of the Homeric Hymn to Dionysus (I.), but the date of this work is
uncertain and may well post-date Callimachus.

2I?y Smot ryt sch, (Heli.l.<:on, 11,1962) , pp •. 605 sqq.
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appears late in the mime as a figure intended to represent

Callimachus. There are good reasons to support this. Callimachus

used the dream clich~ to describe the acquisition of his poetic

Italents. If Herondas' mime, the Dream, is a parody of this whole

idea, then there is obviously more point to assuming a parody of

his contemporary Callimachus than of,say, Hesiod. But before

consideration of the other points, a brief outline of the mime is

necessary. If, as would apnear to be the case, this mime and

perhaps others are literary creations, then Herondas is clearly

contributing to the poetic theories of the time

unlikely to have remained uninfluenced by this.

Callimachus is

The speaker in this puzzling poem, presumably Herondas,

narrates a dream which he had the previous night. Leadin~ a goat

through a glen he met some n:oatherds "I'lho became angry when his

goat ate various twigs and shoots. They decide that the animal

must be sacrificed ; the ce~emony is suuervised by a young man

wearing fa1~-skins and an ivy crovm. After the sacrifice, the

animal's skin is blo~~ up into an inflated bag, upon which all

the goatherds jump, hopinR to land upon if twice in succession.

But the;:r invariably bounce off after one jump. The narrator, however,

succeeds in landing upon it twice, whereupon an angry old man

attempts to hit him with his stick. The narrator appeals to the

IA'tO
-~, fr.2.
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person clad in fawn-skins, vlho decides to put them both in stocks.

There the dream ends. The narrator himself interprets most of the

dream. l As his goat was attacked and killed, so his poetry will

be attacked and abused. And as he alone could perform the jumping

properly, so he will ~ain fame as a poet, in spite of the censure

of others, and his Hipponactaean iambics will reign supreme. What

the poet does not make c~ear, however, is the identity of his

2opponent, the old man. Smotrytsch suggests that he is Callimachus

Callimachus also wrote iambics, and claimed in Iambus 1 to be a

H~~o~ax re~~vivus. Moreover, there may be a connection between

this mime and Iambus 13 of Callimachus - both poets defending

themselves and their poetry. Perhaps both felt that they were

true disciples of Hipponax. In this poem, Iambus 13, Callimachus

refers twice to the apparent accusation that he wrote choliambs

without ever having visited Ephesus, the birthplace of Hipponax

(11.11-12,) •• .[olh'J u 1woL ov']..q.J.cO;a.e;
J/ J ,J~~ , •• ; •

ov~ ~~cooy cA6wv, ••••

Herondas, at the end of his eighth mime, claims that the Muse

encoura'!'ed him to sing to the Ionians : (1. 79.)

'\ ',\,\"'6 6'6"~a. xu~~ a.CL CLV Bou L a.Le; CTIC~OUOL.

] . "

Phileta-s lIIay also have referred to his own poetry" in an
allegorical.way, if Cazzaniga (Riv.Fi1.40,1962,pp.238 sqq.) is right
in suggesting that fr.8D "is a defence of his Demeter.

2. . tOp'. Cl •
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Since we are dealing with a Hellenistic poet, it is probably

safer to take30ueC6~L~ as referring to Ionians, rather than

the more obvious Athenians. If this is so, then there was clearly

some rivalry between Herondas and Callimachus. This may have been

due in part to the fact that Herondas was apparently excluded from

the circle of court poets at Alexandria. Rivalry, however, did not

prevent Callimachus from absorbing elements of the mime into his

Hymns as we have seen. It has been suggested that the TIoric of the

fifth and sixth hymns is due to the fact that this was the dialect

of the mimel • But it is doubtful if the influence of the mime could

achieve such an important change ; there may be other reasons for

the dialeet~

Theocritus has already been mentioned in connection with

the mime. It is also possible to see the influence of pastoral

poetry upon the Hymns of Callimachus. The passage in the fifth

hymn describing the noon-day' quiet probably owes something to this

It is no doubt true that Callimachus wishes to stress the foreboding

hour of noon, as McKay suggests3 , but the excellent way in which he

has achieved the portrayal of the noon calmness of a Greek landscape

1Horowski, op.cit.p.72.

~.infra, p.43.

3
The Poet at Play, Leiden, 1962, pp.38-9. /
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suggests the influence of contemporary -pastoral poetrY. Much the

same cml be said· of the description of Delos at the beginning of

the hymn to Delos, where Callimachus is eager to retain, and even

exnand the Homeric description of the isle. Again, the descriptions

of pre-historic Greece in the H;ymn to Zeus display an interest

in landscape as well as in ancient topography.

To return briefly to the epigram ; man,y epigrams end,·ri th

what we may term a punch-line, often, but not necessarily, witty.

Callimachus' ep.l3, quoted earlier~ is a good example of this.

The point comes at the end. Perhaps this factor influenced the end

of the H;ym~ to Apollo. The last eight lines are presumably a defence

of the poe~s lite~ary ideals; their somewhat abrupt addition to

the poem is puzzling to those who regard the work solely as a

hymn to Apollo. If, however, they contain the point of the poem,

then they can be regarded as'the culmination of the work. This

does not. mean that the rest of the poem is insignificant compared

to the finale j Callimachus has extended, but also adapted to his

own purpose, a basic element of the epigram. 2

Callimachus shares with Herondas and Theocritus a liking

for femimine proper names ending in - w. This is presumably because

they are Doric names. The Doric phrase ~ves rrOAU~W ,(Vl,77.) is

of some interest in this connection. This Polyxo appears nowhere

lp.lO.

2.~lor another view, v. infra p.26.



else in antiquity, although the name is not uncommon. l This does

not necessarily mean that Callimachus invented the present

character, but we can see how he has achieved authenticity by

such attention to detail.

IV.Roscher, Ausfuhrliches Lexicon der Griechischen und
rtomlscllen Eythologie, Leipzig, 1897-1909, Bd.III,p.274.
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CHAPTEH II

A COMPARISON BET~{BIE:N THE Hot/LERIC nnms AND THE HYlI1NS OF CALLHIACHUS.

Something has been said above on the influences of other genres

of literature upon the Hy~ns of Callimachus. The results have

contributed to a basically diffex'ent kind of hymn, ,.,hich it ,.,ill

now be profitable to compare with its Homeric predecessors. We

shall see how Callimachus has deliberately altered the traditional

formula. There will be no need to stress the influence of the

Homeric hymns, since this has been extensively discussed hy earlier

Icommentators. Rather, the differences and innovations will

concern us.

The Homeric Hymns, or at any rate those written in the

sixth century and earlier 7 depict a world similar to that of the

2Iliad and Odyssey. The characters in these hymns belong to pre-

classical history or to mythology. A few allusions to the contemporary

world can be gleaned from the poems - the Hy~~ to Demeter, for example,

would seem to belonR to a period of Eleusinian independence frum

Athens. The hymns of Callimachus "Jere 't-Jri tten three ox: four centuries

later,and also show traces of this Hellenistic world. The Hymn ~o

~.g. by Kuiper, oP.9it., and by Cahen, ~~~ H~mnes de
Ca~~~maq~e, Paris, 1930.

~::or the problem of dating v. the edition of Allen, Halliday
and Sikes, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1936.

18
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Delos, for instance, contains a mention of the Celtic menace

which threatened Greece in the third century B.C •• Moreover, as

the world had changed considerably in those three or four hundred

years,the position of the poet in society had also altered.

Callimachus is more immediately dependent upon political circumstances

than the author(s) of the Homeric Hymns. Without the favour of the

Ftolemics, Ce,llimachus might have i-rri tten very little. It is not

unreasonable to assume that such factors would influence the

nature of his work ; this is a question which will be considered

later in the cha~ter.

The purpose of the hexameter hymn in Homeric and pre-

classical times was presumably to be recited at a festival or

similar occasion, as a prelude to a longer poem from the epic

cycle. Many of the Homeric hymns "Thich we possess have a closing

formula vrhich reflects this purpose :

It might be objected that the longer hymns, to Demeter, Apollo

and Hermes, which average over five hundred lines each, are nerhans

too extensive for traditional n:POOC11Lo:. • But if the Iliad;, for

example, was to follow, they would seem short by comparison.

Certainly, by the time of Callimachus, hymn-writing seems to have

become an end in itself. It would be interesting to know whether

the self-sufficiency of the hymns had ~lY Homeric precedent ; more

likely Callimachus was influenced by the hymns in lyric metres of

Pindar and others, which did not serve as n:POOC11Lo:. • This difference
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in purpose of the Hellenistic hymn is one factor which we can

confidently assume regarding the difficult question of the

Alexandrian vie.v of the reason .for, and the point of, hymn-

writing.

There is no evidence that the ~Lm~ of Callimachus

represent devout religious belief on the author's part. Indeed,

the humorous reference to Hades in ep.13 might be taken as evidence

of cynicism. Lesley makes an important point when he saysl,

The fact that the learned Callimachus stands far
above the mythical tradition, while at the same
time sensing the power and beauty it possesses
constitutes the peculiar charm of his creations o

In their love of m~~h and religious ceremony his hymns re-echo

Homer ..

It is important to realise that Callimachus is not ..seeking

to improve upon the Homeric hymns in the sense that he thought

them inferior and "i"'Tished to revrrite them. There is no evidence

that Callimachus indulged in such Alexandrian pursuits, if indeed

such pursuits existed. 2 The controversy over the alleged quarrel

between Callimachus and Apollonius has tended to obscure the fact

that Callimachus had a high opinion of Homer - perhaps too high,

if this explains his contempt for other cyclic euic. He calls

Homer the 6CLOV &o~66v3, a cliche perhaps, but hardly derogatory.

lA History of Greek Literature, trans. Hillis and d.e Heer,
New York, 1966, p.70J.

2As Theocritus may have dealt with Apollonius J v. Gow,
Theocritus, Cambridge Univ. Press, 19)0, vol.II, p.231.

3·
Ep.6.
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Did Callimachus consider the Homeric Hymns to be by Homer ?

Some of the hymns in the present corpus may post-date Callimachus,

so it is clear that his corpus i-Tould not be exactly that of our

own. He may also have read many which are no longer extant. The

earliest of them, at any rate, may have seemed contemporary with'

Ithe Iliad and Odyssey. Lesky assumes that the Alexandrians did

not consider the Homeric Hymns to be the work of Homer, since they

did not provide scholia for them. But this is far from conclusive. 2

However, Eustratius3 tells us that Callimachus considered the epic

poem Margites to have been composed by Homer. 4 Langerbeck5 wished

to connect this reference with fro 587 of Callimachus :

.§.'" ", \, N r/ ,
~TC-ra. OO(,QOL Xcx.LpOL-r£ - -rov oy600v, (00n: KOPOL~OV,

ob OVVcx.pLe~to~£v-

suggesting that it was in this epigram (if such it is) that

Callimachus made his statement about the MarRites. His reason

lies in the similarity of roles played by the two arch-fools

Koroibos and Margites. Koroibos made a further epic appearance

in the Ilias Parva6• If then Callimachus was prepared to accept

-_._--------------.
I Ope cit., p.85.

._--_.- ----

2Scholia were more likely to appear on the popular works.
The surviving plays of the tragedians, for example, are presumably
those "'Thich received snecial attent ion in antiquity, and were perhaps
made into a collection.

30n Aristotle, Eth.Nic., VI, 7, 2.

4V• Pfeiffer, fr.397.

5~arv.S!ud.Class.Ph~~01.,LXIII, 1958, p.44.

6Fr• 16 (Allen).
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the Margites as a work of Homer, he may well have thought like'llise

of some of the Homeric hymns. He certainly seems to have brought

a critical approach to such problems ; ep. 6 shows hO'l1 he attributed

another epic work, the OtX~~La~ a~WOLs , to Creophylus.

It may be that Callimachus'main complaint was ~~ainst the

extreme length of contemporary epic poets, although Apollonius,

at least, confined himself to four books. This perhaps explains

why Callimachus was still prepared to write hymns which, in spite

of other factors, have considerable epic flavour. For they are

quite short pieces. In fact, the hymns of Callimachus stand in the

same relationship to the Homeric hymns as the Arponautica of

Apollonius does to the ~iad and 9~ysse~. Callimachus, imbued with

a love for the glories of past epic, has recalled it in a way that

is above all short.

Of the Homeric hymns which we possess there is only one

which Callimachus has followed closely - the hymn to Apollo

(first part). He makes extensive use of its content in his fourth

hymn, to Delos. The traditional hymn, apart from the prologue and

, "epilogue, dealt mainly with the yovaL , then the aps~aL of the

god or goddess in question. Not all the Homeric hymns are exactly

in this form, of course, but the earliest tend to be. Callimachus

has, for the most part, discarded this rigid formula, but has

retained individual elements of it. This novelty of construction

will become clearer if we consider briefly each of the six hymns

in turn.
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In the hymn to Zeus, the poet begins by mentioning two

of the alleged birthplaces of the god, Crete and Arcadia, a~d

decides that the latter is correct. A description of Arcadia follows

as Rheia, the mother of Zeus, wanders in search of water. Then

Crete is introduced, and Zeus' infancy described. Then comes

his rise to power ; Callimachus pauses to demolish the old idea

that he cast lots with his brothers over the sea, sky and underworld

rather, it was his power which advanced him. Zeus is the patron of

kings, and Ptolemy has Zeus' qualities. The poet ends with a plea

for prosperity. The hymn is therefore very selective in its

treatment of Zeus.

In this hymn Callimachus clearly reflects the new character

and purpose of the Alexandrian hymn. In 11.92-3 he says of Zeus:

This is partly a justification of the fact that Callimachus has not

mentioned the
J~

cpy~a~a of Zeus in the hymn. And it is partly a

statement, or· claim, that such elements are no longer necessary.

The content of the hymn has changed considerably from the Homeric

prototype. These lines of Callimachus recall th'e recusatio formula

so common in the Augustan poets, in so far as Ptolemy is likened

to Zeus.• :But Callimachus means i'lhat he says; there is no true

recusatio. The repeated use of ~PY1.J.a'ta in these lines is

significant. It is a rather rare and unusual word, somewhat out

of the ordinary, although it does in fact occur in the Homeric
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hymn to Artemis.
l

Callimachus uses it of the deeds of Zeus, which

are so out of the ordinary that they defy description, according

to our poet. Callimachus uses a similar verbal device in ep. 28,

which contains the words

Callimachus' dislike of what is common is highlighted by the use

of a very uncommon, erudite verb.

If the end of the poem represents a plea for patronage ,

then we have another element unknowTI to the Homeric hymn writers.

This could well be the correct interpretation of 11.94-6, although

Callimachus may have had a double reference in mind, :

2
~L6ou 6'ap~~Dv ~c xa~ gA~ovis found also in the Homeric hymn corpus,

and perhaps in an early epigram. 3 It would seem, then, to have been

a convention. But as regards Callimachus' use of it, it t£ probably

no coincidence that Theocritns has a similar ending in a poem

addressed to Ptolemy, possibly also seeking patronage4. Callimachus

has, .of course, left the point somewhat vague, no doubt deliberately.,

It is part of the poet's art to be inexplicit, and in this case

politically expedient also. What was a passing, conventional nhrase

lXXVII, 20.

2XV , 9, and XX, 8.

3Friedlander and Hoffleit, op.cit., no.37.

4xvn .
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in earlier times, :

has now assumed a more urgent significance.

The hymn to Apollo begins with an anticipation of the

epiphany of the god only the righteous, however, will see him.

Silence is requested, and a description of Apollo besins. Golden

is his epithet, and he is an archer, prophet and healer. Cult names

are mentioned, and his prowess as an architect is referred to. A

few of his adventures are briefly mentioned, such as his slaying

of the dragon at Pytho. The poem ends with a brief dialogue between

Envy and Apollo, of an allegorical nature. Apollo apparently rejects

Envy's wish for large-scale or bombastic poetry, praising instead

brevity and purity.

This poem has q~te &'1. unusual form for a hexameter hymn.

It has dispenced with both the yovaC
, ,

and O.pE:'t'a.L in their

traditional form, althou~h a few references are made to various

&pE:'t'at towards the end of the hymn. This poem is therefore quite

different from the Homeric hymn to Apollo. There has been much

doubt in modern times as to whether this Homeric hymn was

originally one complete hymn, or two or more separate hymns

2composed at different times. The most recent commentators, who

IHomeric Hymn to Demeter, II, 494.
2Allen, Halliday and Sikes, op.cit ••
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summarise the various arguments, tend to the opinion that the

poem is a unity. One of the problems concerns the apparent closing

formula of the first (Delian) part of the hymn. In this passagel

the poet reveals himself as a blin~ man from Chi os, whose songs

will be evermore supreme. This. famous o~paYLs influenced many

Homeric Vitae. It is therefore interesting to observe that

Callimachus has also ended his hymn to Apollo with a ocppaYLs

element (11.105-114), where he defends his poetry against Envy and

Censure. It may be that Callimachus is deliberately drawing a

parallel, and hinting that, in his opinion, line 178 marked the

end of the Homeric Hymn to Delian Apollo. To make a literary point

in this fashion is very much in the Alexandrian style, and quite

in harmony with a general theory of the hymn expressed earlier.

Some have regarded the final passage of this hymn as a

later insertion2 , and it must be admitted that there is an abrupt

transition after line 104. If this were so, it is not difficult to

see why Callimachus should attach it to this particular hymn.

Apollo was clearly the most important god to him - two out of six

hymns concern him. Apollo was also the founder of Cal1imachus'

native to~m Cyrene i more important, he was the source of the poet's

inspiration (fr.l,21-2.):

1'11.,166-1770

2Eog.Kuiper, op.cit., p.219.
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In a sense this is traditional, Apollo being associated with

learning and the arts. But Callimachus never tires of stressing it.

So this would be the appropriate hymn for such a passage. Perhaps

1we can go further th~D this. If with Couat we decide that this was

the last of the hymns to be written, then the a~pa.yCs element may

take on a new significance. For it would have been possible for

Callimachus to attach it, as an apologia, to the end of his

collection of six poems,- although, of course, they vJOuld all have

circulated separately beforehand. One is strongly reminded,of

Horace's final poem to his collection of the first three books of

Odes, beginning :

Exegi monumentum aere perennius
regalique situ pyramidum altius,

It is not hard to establish a train of thought between the pyramids

and Alexandria, and Horace may well have intended us to read the

line on two levels. Propertius, who certainly invited comparison

with Callimachus, has a strikingly similar passage2 , in which the

pyramids also feature.

In this hymn of Callimachus it is also possible to see the

influence of lyric poetry, particularly the Pindaric ode with its

recurrent strophic structure. In Callimachus, of course, the

response has been changed from a metrical one to a verbal one,

lLa Potsie Alexandrine, Paris, 1882, p.235.

2111 , ii, 17-26.
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or to a repetition of ideas. This sort of structure is evident at

line 47

9?ot~o<; xOoL •••

noticed later.

Other affinities with Pindar in the hymns will be

The element of subjectivity which keeps recurring in

Callimachus is worthy of mention. In general this is a feature

which is not found in the Homeric hymns, apart from the famous

O~pa.yL<; referred to earlier. Often Callimachus speaks through the

mouthpiece of the choir - another Pindaric touch - e.g. III, 137 :

where he seems to be expressing a personal wish in addition to the

request of the chorus. II, 65

and II, 71 :

also appear to be personal references, and any allusion to the

choir must assume a chorus of Cyreneans.

The hymn to Artemis begins with a series of requests by

the goddess from her father Zeus for a bow, a retinue of attendants,

everlasting virginity etc •• Zeus laughingly grants her these, and

more. Artemis proceeds to meet the Cyclopes bn Lipare, and a\vaits

fearlessly the making of her bON. Her hunting prowess is described,

and her attack upon the cities of unjust men, whose lot becomes

hard in consequence. Her shooting'ability attracts the attention
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of the glutton Heracles, who advises her to shoot cattle. Then

follows a description of some places sacred to Artemis ; her role

in the lives of Neleus, Agamemnon and the Amazons is ~lanced at ;

she is also the protectress of Ephesus, and in this capacity

repulsed the Cimmerian invasion. The hymn ends with a general

warning against attempting to rival the goddess, but instead to

duly observe her rites.

This is perhaps the most traditional of the hymnso Apart

from the Honeric influences it also sho"lils affini ties with the

lyric ode. No individual speaker is postulated, but a choir

apparently recites the hymn (1.1.) :

" ('''' 'I ,~ , '\ 6' )Ap~£~Lv ou yap £I\a~pov aSLOOV~£00L I\a £06aL
c ,
U~V£01-tS\I,.••••

Moreover, xopos (1.3.), although it signifies Artemis' love of

song and the dance, is probably also meant to have a relevance to

the present occasion. Upon this basis are placed traditional elements

;1 c
of epic ,. slightly changed to suit the circumstances. APXV·svo L ClJs

(1.4.) is a common way to begin the narrative of a hymno The end of

the hymn also su~gests Homeric precedent :

, , '" " '6Xatps ~cya, XpsLou0a, xat suav~~0ov aqL ~.

The song referred to may be that which has just been sung - a

retrospective usage - but it may well be that Callimachus is also

looking fOr1'lard, playing "lith the possibilities of the phrase. While

this may have been in the poet'.s mind, it (loes not, of course, mean that
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Callimachui3 actually envisaged. this poem being used as a kind of

npooC~LOV on a specific occasion; but he may have enjoyed a

suggestive recalling of the old technique.

In this poem we can see that Callimachus has discarded the

traditional yova..C ;'Ihile retaining the &pc"t'aL' , in contrast to

the hymn to Zeus. TtJe can also see h01rI he has altered the traditional

sequence of ideas if all the conventional elements were present,

they would normally be in the following form : invocation to the

god or goddess, yova..C, apc'taC, and finally a -personal address in

supplicatory form. Callimachus, however, has broken the series of

with invocations, plus epithets. These would normally

come at the beginning or end. Thus we find (1l.1l0, 225, 259) :

He' , , ,
Ap"t'c~~ nap SVL~ T~"t'uoK'tovc, Xpuaca ~cv 'tOL

It looks a::; if Callimachus wished to bring a little variety into

a lengthy catalogue of ctpc"t'Cf.C.It also brings the idea of a new

beginning, This is not an uncommon device. Hesiod's Theogony has

at least t1..,ro distinct prologues ; the eighth Olympian ode of

Pindar also has two distinct invocations in the first two stanzas.

Perhaps this is part of the answer to the problem of the Homeric

hymn to Apollo. Callimachus has used this device in a way "t'Jhich

has sugges-~ions of strophic structure, a phenomenon "t'Jhich we also

noticed in the hymn to Apollo. It is a further example of the lyric

element in Callimachus.
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It is interesting to observe Artemis in this hymn adopting a

role similar to that of t he Muse. To her Callimachus says (1.186)
,,,. , " "N , " ~'c , , ,CLTIC, ec~, au ~CV a~~LV, cyw u CTcpOLaLV aCLCW.

For the Iiluse to narrate the story via the poet is an idea as old

as Greek poetry_ Here Callimachus asks a set of questions, and the

replies come immediately. Hesiod has a similar passage in the

1
Theo~ony , where the Muses tell him to sing of themselves first

and last, and of the gods I who must therefore occupy a central place.

This arrangement is duly ca,rried out. Callimachus alters the pattern

slightly. The questions are (11.183-5) :

then come the replies (11.187-9)

, .. ....~ 'I' l:.' N 6 'vnawv ~cv ~O~LX~, nO~LWV uC TOL cua c ITcpYn,
T It ~ ", 'I' "E' ,nuYCTOV 0 OPCO)V, r..t..~CVC~ yc ~sv UpL'F.OLO.
N~ ,''I .... ' '6''1'c~oXa 6 a~~awv rOp~UVL a ~L~ao VU~~~V,

The city of Perge is mentioned out of order in the response, and no

heroines are introduced. The poet proceeds instead with a history

of the nymph Britomartis,· Hhich leads to an .aij;i,o:t?:- Apart from·this

episode, t:1e possibilities raised by the questions are not exploited.

The ans",ers are of the briefest possible nature. There may be a good

reason for this, since the stories connected with them may have been

well known. Callimachus, in true Alexandrian style, passes them

quickly by, and concentrates instead on a lesser kno\ffi tale, Hhich

111. 33-4.
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also allows him to incorporate an aition.

The hymn to Delos is by far the longest of the six hymns.

It begins with a few lines in praise of the island and a description

of its formation. It was formerly called Asterie, and roamed the

sea at will. Callimachus then describes the wanderings ~f Leto

just before the birth of Apollo. All the places which the goddess

approaches turn in flight, from fear of Ares and Iris, whom Hera

has set to watch Leto. The river Peneios finally decides to welcome

her, but anxiety for his safety leads Leto to pass him by. The

island of Cos is then approached, but Apollo, still in his mot·her's

womb, bids her pass on, prophesying that one of the Ptolemies will

be born there. A reference to the Celtic invasion of Greece follows,

and the destruction of Ptolemy's rebellious mercenaries is described.

Apollo then directs his mother to Asterie, which prompts Iris to

inform Hera. In spite of this Apollo is born, which brings great

joy to the island. Henceforth it will no longer be a floating isle.

The rest of the poem deals with the honour paid to Delos by various

figures of legend.

As has already been mentioned, this is the only hymn to

follow a Homeric hymn with any fidelity. If Callimachus wished to

emphasise the modernity and novelty of his technique, it would

certainly be a good idea for him to invite close comparison with

Homer, so that his radicalism and his own style might stand out

more clearly. It is for this reason, no doubt, that the tragedians
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did not hesitate to follow each other in the writing of plays

on identical figures. However, there is no evidence that Callimachus

is more radical in this hymn than in the others.

In this hymn to Delos Callimachus has used an interesting

technique. The ,ovaL are presented in great detail the dpc'ta.C,

however, are narrated by Apollo himself while still in his mother's

, ,
womb. Apollo, using his power of prophecy, foretells the a.pc'taL

which he is to perform in the future. In the Homeric hymn to Apollo,

the precocious god prophecies after his birth, and that only to

declare his love of the lyre, bOVJ, and prophecy. In Callimachus

there are, in fact, two speeches from Apollo ~~ox6AnLos· The first,

, ,
just mentioned, contains inter alia his apc'taL, while the second

is a panegyric of Cos and Ptolemy Philadelphus, who is to be born

there. This later speech helps to explain the first one. The

reasoning must be somewhat as follows : Cos has to be mentioned

in order to lead to praise of Ptolemy. But Apollo has really nothing

to do with Cos j the poem concerns his birth, and he was born on

Delos. Callimachus, therefore, finds it convenient to mention Cos

amidst the list of places which were on the point of receiving

Leto. This all had to occur before he arrived at Delos, i.e. before

his birth, so his references to these places must be as ~7l;oH6A.nLos.

In this same condition he has to speak of his dpc'taC, in his earlier

speech. It would, of course, have been possible for him to mention

them after his birth, but this would have meant the removal of

Cos and Ptolemy to a position after the Delos birth-scene. And



since this scene is the climax of the poem, Callimachus clearly did

not wish to do this. Callimachus, then, probably had the idea of

praising Ptolemy in his mind from the start ; and so all other

elements in the hymn are adjusted accordingly, which thus explains

the description of the &p~~aC by the yet unborn Apollo. There is

no need to invent other motives for the first speech. l

A further interestin~ feature which must not escape us
, , ,

is that the ap£:~at. are narrated in the' midst of the yovat..

This disruption of the traditional order is, of course, a logical

neccessity of pre-natal prophecy.

One strange aspect of this hymn is the sudden change of

mind by Hera when told of the birth of Apollo. Instead of carrying

out her threats of destruction, she merely remarks (11.244-48)

, r I) , , s:. ' Q' r~ -
AOTCP~V OUv£:V Tt. ~apuvo~at. CLvcxa TD06c

, "I' 's:.,Jr f/ '8' t,
a~~Aaxt.DG, OUv COTt.V onwG ano u~t.a pc~w,

~6ooa atot. (~a.A.a yap TC xaxwG lxapCooa~o ADTot)
, "\ "I L J~ "I ' I< ' f r~, , -
aAA~ ~t.v cxnayAov Tt. oc~t.so~at., ouvcx c~ct.o

6 ' " , .. 6" e '''I 'c~vt.ov oux cnaTDoc, ~t.OG av Ct."CTO nOVTOV.

This worries McKay, who finds it unsatisfactory j but his eX~lanation2

that Apollo is mightier than Ares, and Callimachus is recalling

the speech of Iris at line 227, is hardly sufficient. Character

inconsistency is not confined to Hera in this hymn. Peneios also has

a remarkable change of mind at line 128. After refusing to harbour

Leto he suddenly says with great solemnity ", , ';
t.~W ~cnpw~cvov D~ap,

lAs McKay does, Erysichthon, A Cal!i~~~he~~fomedy, Leyden,
Brill,1962, pp.150 sqq.

20p• cit. p.163.
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and announces that he will endure for her sake. Perhans this

episode is intended to bring out the reality of the threat posed

by Ares ( the destruction of Peneios is already underway), and

the magnanimity of Leto, who declines his offer. Hera's change

of mind is less pleasing. The answer is probably that Callimachus,

by his narrative earlier in the hymn, had got himself into such

a position that this resolution becam.e inevitable. In order to

have a dramatic background which would, inter alia, indulge his

topographical interests, Callimachus has made Hera threaten to

destroy any place which Leto approaches. But Delos, of course,

was never destroyed, so Hera's threat is futile. Homer, while

ref'erring to the "I'landerings of Leto and the fear of the islands,

wisely makes no mention of a specific threat by Hera. Callimachus

has brought Hera's sudden change upon himself. It may be, hO"l"Jever,

that her fickleness represents subtle characterisation by

Callimachus. We are reminded of Apollonius' amusing portrayal

of Hera (and Athene) on a visit to Aphrodite at the beginning of

his third book.

The anger of Hera against Leto also evaporates rather

surprisingly (1.259)
, ,u , , " ',\ '1'"',\ 'ouB HPD vc~ca~a£v, C~CL xo~ov £s£~£~o Z£u~.

Thus the tragic deus ex machina is brought on to the stage to save

the hymn. Homer had no such reconciliation between the goddesses.

\"ihy does Callimachus, and why does Delos make up the friendly trio ?

It is partly because he had left himself no alternative j but perhaps



the influence of New Comedy would have conditioned his audience

slightly, so that they would be more ready to accept this happy

ending here. Callimachus would have found very few of such

comedies which did not effect some sort of reconciliation in the

last act. If we can talk of subconscious influence, then this may

be part of the answer.

,T'he trea,tment of Delos i,n this hymn is also interesting.

Before the birth of Apollo it is referred to as Asterie i,then

the etymol~gy of Delos is explained. This particular point is not

found in the Homeric hymn to Apollo. Callimachus certainly had an

interest in such subjects, as we can see from his K~C~~LG v~~wv xaL
He certainly would appear to have done

some research on Delos in prehistoric times. Pindar seems to connect

2
the nymph Asterie with Delos , but other-,vise', Callimachus is the first

author to give a more or less factual account of the island and

its earlier name. His research interests in this field are revealed

in this hymn i in line 49 he tells us that Parthenie was the earlier

name of Samos. In his second hymn, line 59, Callimachus seems to

refer to Delos as Ortygia, according to the scholiast. Antiquity

knew of many places with this name3 ; again Callimachus seems the

first to make the identification, unless anticipated by Pindar. 4

ISuidas, s.v. KaAAC~axoG.

2Paean V, 42.

3R._E., XVIII,pp.1519-26.

4paean VITb, 12.
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The author of the Homeric Hymn to Apollo seems to have specifically

disassociated it from Delosl :

Perhaps he had Ephesus in mind. Callimachus may well have been

making a mythological as well as a ~eographical point. 2 At any rate

it is a good example of the blending of scholar and poet.

Although he owes so much to Homer in these hymns,

Callimachus makes no mention of him. But an even earlier hymn

writer is mentioned in IV, 304-5

Although nothing survives of Olen, Callimachus must surely have

read him. He was generally considered one of the early hymn writers

such as Pamphos, Nusaeus and Orpheus, all of whom were generally

regarded as pre-Homeric. Very little of their work remains, so we

cannot tell if Callimachus made any use of them. The reference to

Olen is not inappropriate here, as his Delian hymns were famous

in antiquity, and may have inspired part of the Homeric hymn to

Apollo.3 >,

1
III, 14-16.

;. Hoscher, op.cit., Bd.I, 65'5.

3v. R.-E., XVII, pp.2432-3.



One striking difference between the hymn to the Bath of

Pallas and the Homeric hymns is the metre. Why this particular

hymn should have been written in eleciacs is not immediately clear.

However, Callimachus' claim to sing nothing previously unattestedl

suggests that he may have had a precedent somewhere. We must also

remember that the hexameter was far from being the only metre in

which hymns were written. Again, Philetas wrote his Demeter in

elegiacs ; there is no evidence that it was a hymn, but its metre

may have provided a stimulus.

"The hymn begins with a procession of maidens called

AOO~POXOOL • They are assembled in honour of Athene, whose epinhany

is anticipated. Hhile they ;'Iait, the poet tells the story of the

blinding of Teiresias. The narrative begins with a description of

Chariclo, the mother of Teiresias. As she and Athene were bathing,

Teiresias, plagued by thirst, approached their spring and

unwittingly observed them. For this he was blinded, as Fate decreed,

but given in return the gift of prophecy, and Athene tells of the

honour he will gain. The hymn ends with advice to the maidens to

receive the goddess kindly, and a plea to the goddess for her

protection.

The Doric dialect of this hymn is at variance with Homeric

precedent ; but there must have been many local hymns in Greece

written in local dialects. Isyllos is no doubt typical of much
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that has perished. This combination of Doric and elegy is interesting.

A similar combination was used by sixth century writers such as

Echembrotus j their work has not survived, but what we know of it

from other writers suggests that its main feature was a lament,

and it was generally of a lugubrious nature. Much the same could

be said of the Bath of Pallas with its tragic narrative. So perhaps

sixth century Dorian elegy influenced Callimachus' choice of

dialect and metre here.

The main part of -this poem is taken up by the story of the

blinding of Teiresias. In other words, one single action of Athene

is selected and examined at some length. This is not the normal

procedure in a hymn ; in fact the poem is hardly a hymn at all.

What emerges is something close to an enyllion. l The Teiresias

episode plays its part by providin~ the story within the story,

which is an important part of many epyllia. The external story

deals with an anticipated epiphany of Athene, a reference to her

beauty and the judgement of Paris, and a mention of her cult in

Argos. At the end there is a twelve-line epilogue greeting the

goddess' arrival, and the usual prayer for prosperity. Between

these two parts comes the story of Teiresias, the most extensive

part of the poem. The general characteristics of the Alexandrian

epyllion and its Roman development were dialo~le, a speech, usually

of same length, and a considerable hei,n-htening of emotion. All

I Recent criticism has tended to froiVll upon the use of this
term, but it has a certain convenience i1hich ,justifies its usage
for the present.
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these aspects are present in this hymn. The emotive content is

stressed by Callimachus ; there is a pathetic dialo,'2,1.1.e between

Chariclo and Athene. Then there is a lengthy speech by Athene in

which she consoles Chariclo by revealing that the blinding of

Teiresias i"JaS the will of Fate etc., etc. Epyllia often contained

a romantic element, and it is noticeable that Callimachus stresses

the intimacy of Chariclo with Athene, (11.)7-59) :

Chariclo, l"Je are told (1l.65-67) rode 011 the goddess' chariot, and

led the dances of nymphs for her. After the blinding Chariclo

recalls the friendship (1.86.) : ••• 't'oLa..u't"cn, oa.L1l0V<::C;;, lcJ'r<:: tpO..a.I.;

It is possible, of course, that this feature has been stressed by

Callimachus to heighten the contrast with the ensuing event.

Although we can see the nature of the epyllion in this

hymn, it is not wholly an epyllion. It is a hymn in honour of

Athene, and there is a suggestion of the traditional &p<::'t'a.C

at the beginning, with the beauty contest and the Diomedes episode.

Callimachus has retained the external situation of the hymn, and

has made it the point of denarture for a new feature. Unity is

retained throughout in that the Teiresias episode concerns

Athene, the recipient of the hymn. Thus we feel nothing odd about

the traditional hymn element which recurs at the end.

To find Callirnachus dabbling in the epyllion should come

as no surprise. He used the form in his Hecale, and it is in
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harmony with his apparent disinclination to write large-scale

epic. The idea of the epyllion may well have derived from the

Pindaric ode with its mythical narrative at the centre. The use

of the elegiac metre for this purpose is, however, unusual, but

1the metre was imported into most genres, being found in tragedy,

and, contemporary with Callimachus, in Theocritus2• Whether this

experimental usage of the metre influenced Callimachus is

impossible to tell. It may be significant that Callimachus stresses

in passing, as is his wont, that the story is borrowed (1.56) :

Again he seems to be inviting comparison with the ~~spo~,

perhaps suggesting that he is offering an originality of treatment

and metre.

In this hymn Chariclo addresses Athene in surprise after

the blinding of her son, and laments his fate. In her reply the

goddess tells Chariclo to restrain her anger. We are surprised.

We had not previously been told of her anger. Her speech must be

represented, then, as spoken in anger. Presumably Callimachus

would have made this clear by his tone of voice when reading the

poem to his audience. The effects possible by such means must have been

important to the Hellenistic poets. There has always been some

doubt as to what Callimachus meant by the &D66vs~ of Heraclitus

lEuripides, Andromache, 103-116.

2VIII •
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in his famous epigram on his dead friend: As the present passage

has sho,m, his voice or delivery as ,veIl as his poems themselves

may have been important to Callimachus. At any rate, this is a

touch of sophistication not found in the Homeric hymns, where

emotions are generally well sign-posted in advance.

The sixth hymn, to Demeter, be~ins with an instruction

to vTOmen initiates to greet the xaA.a.8oc; of Demeter as it passes

by in a procession. In true Alexandrian style Callimachus ignores

the content of the Homeric hymn to the goddess, which dealt with

the rape of Persephone, and narrates instead the story of Erysichthon.

Erysichthon, seized with a sudden madness, ordered his servants

to assist him in felling Demeter's sacred grove. Demeter appears

in the guise of Nikippe, her priestess, but is threatened by

Erysichthon, who informs her that he needs the wood to build a

banquet hall. The goddess then assumes her ovm form, and devi ses

constant hunger as a punishment for Erysichthon. His gluttony becomes

so great that his parents, in their shame, reject all invitations

on his behalf. Eventually he eats everything which his parents

possess, and is reduced to begging in public. Here the narrative ends,

and the poet prays that the goddess will grant him and his audience

abundance and prosperity.

In this hymn we can also see elements of the epyllion. In



this case the fx~padL~ is the story of Erysichthon ; the description

of the ~rocession in honour of Demeter encircles the inner story.

But some formal elements of the epyllion are lacking; it is

not such a good example as the previous hymn.

This hymn to Demeter is also written in the Doric dialect.

Various reasons have been suggested for this. The influence of the

mime has already been mentioned. McKayl suggests that the long

vowels of Doric are suitable to the sounds of lament contained in

the Erysichthon (and Teiresias) stories; Couat 2 connected it

with ptolemy's interest in the Doric islands of the Aegean, which

were gradually incorporated into his empire. Ptolemy was born in

Doric-speaking Cos

state.

Callimachus in Cyrene, also a Doric-speaking

This hymn has been dubhed a comedy by EcKay. There is no

evidence, however, that antiquity so regarded the poem. Different

cuItures have differing sens'es of humour ; we must beware of

importing our OvID ideas. Plato seems to suggest that for true

comedy a friendly character with whom the audience is in sympathy

is essentia13• While this is confirmed by the plays of Aristophanes l

it' does not seem to be the case with Erysichthon. There are

certainly amusing elements in the hymns. The humorous contrast

ITh~_poe!--at Pl~y, Leiden, Brill, 1962, p.82.

20p.cit., pp.225-8.

3phil ebu~, C)Ob.



between the baby Artemis and her warlike re~uests, in the third

hymn, is an obvious example. But again, what seems amusing to us

may not necessarily have seemed so to the Greeks. The martial

precocity of some infants was part of their tradition. Theocritus

wrote a lengthy idyll based on the slaying by the infant Heracles

1of snakes sent by Hera.

It is interesting to observe in this hymn the Homeric-type

repetition of the line. Line 2 :

is repeated exactly at line II9.It may be that this usage owes

somethin0 to the refrain element which was making an appearance

in contemporary pastoral poetry. Its tone of invocation suggests

this. What prompted the development of the refrain ? The earliest

examples of repeated lines occur in the Homeric poems; it can

hardly be called a refrain, yet it may well have been the germ

of the chorus-refrain idea. ,Magic ritual may also have played an

important part, as the second idyll of Theocritus suggests.

Midway betl;'Jeen the Homeric line repeti ti on and the Alexandrian

refrain lie the repeated l~v~vLa of Aeschylus
2

• The religious

44

b ' ,ackground to such £~u~vLa is clear from Callimachus(II, 97-8)

t' t \ " f~
L~ L~ TIaL~OV axouo~£v, ouvexa ~oD~o

'\6 ' " U ,\'6£A~ ~ ~OL TIpW~LaTOV £~U~VLOV eup£~o Aao~

lXXIV.

2
A~amemnon7 1489-1496, a~d 1513-1520; E~~enides, 328-333,

and 341-346 ..
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There is, incidentally! a purely Homeric line repetition in the

hymn to Artemis, line 14 :

, " L N 'fnacaS CLV£~SaS' n~vaS S~L nat6as a~~~pouG.

recurring again at line 43.

The most amusing part of this sixth hymn concerns the

explanations invented by Erysichthon's parents to account for his

refusal of invitations. There is no mention of this episode elsewhere,

and it is quite likely that Callimachus devised it for the occasion.

It may be possible to see what stimulated him. In the classical

period lies and deceit were never an important part of literature,

not even in Aristophanes, where it might be expected. But in New

Comedy such matters became of great importance j the lying slave

and his deceitful behaviour represented an important part of the

plot. Callimachus may have realised the significance of this motif

and incorporated it into his narrative here.

An int eresting aspect of the hymns, ,.Thich is confined to no

one hymn! is Callimachus' presentation of direct speech and the

formulae associated with it j we shall find that he often makes

a complete bre~~ with epic technique. Whether or not direct

speech was a part of literature since its inception, it is already

well established in the earliest literature we possess, the epic

corpus. That it had b~en present in pre-Homerio literature is

suggested by the extensive stage of formality it had reached by,

say, the eighth century B.C .• It is clear that a formulaic pattern
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had been worked out and invariably adhered to. This applies

particularly to the line(s) and words which introduce and follow

direct speech.

Thus no speech is allowed to begin without a statement

of its impending arrival, such as

g a~Lv lu~povfwv &yop~a~~o xa\ ~C~tCLTICV

We can refer to such introductory formulae as A. Likewise, speeches

e H ,
generally end with a formula such as Ws apa ~wv~ua.so.,

We may refer to these as B. There are, of course, many variations

of those expressions, but they are ,'7,enerally both present in some

form. Occasionally, in dialogue, we find the sequence A••• A•••

without any intervening B, although its presence C~1 be felt in

, p'a word such as a~cL~o~CVOs.

Such factors are to be observed almost invariably in the

Homeric Hymns. If there is ~~y exception, it is at the end of a

speech, where the B formula may be absent although there is no

more direct speech to immediately follow. Such passages are at

line 544 of the Homeric hymn to Apollo, lines 312 and 520 of the

Homeric hymn to Hermes ; and of these, only the end to the

Apollo hymn is of any significance, as the others are followed

by a "B" clause which contains some kind of indirect comment on

the previous speech.

Such factors belong to an elevated style which Callimachus

seems to have wished to modify occasionally. Thus there is no B

formula at the end of Demeter's speech (VI, 49). Nor is there
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any E formula at the end of the speech of Triopas in the same hymn.

This has led to some confusion as to where his speech ends,

Wilamowitz ending it at line 106; Pfeiffer at line 110. This is

quite remarkable, since either could be right. There could never

be any doubt in the Homeric hymns, nor in the whole epic corpus

for that matter.

Another invariable feature of epic speech formulae is

that direct speech always occupies whole hexameters ; there is

no half line of direct speech followed by a half line of indirect

narrative. Papyrus fragments with direct speech occupying half

I " t f thO b 1 t 1 "2 mh AdD~nes canno, or lS reason, e ong 0 ear y eplc. 1 e an D

formula never intrude into the direct speech. This is also a

factor which gives a heroic, stilted, formulaic a~d unrealistic

aspect to direct s"Oeech. Its parody in the Eatrachomyomachia

shows how ridiculous it could become. In addition, we never find

a line shared by two or more speakers.

Against th~s stereotyped background the innovations

introduced by Callimachus are very striking. Consider a couple of

examples (V, 85, and VI, 53) :

1
Ca~!.im~c.hi H:ymni et Enigramma~a, 4th ed., 1925

2V• D.L.Page, Hesiod, the Homeric Hymns and Homerica,
(E-.relyn-vl[hit e, Loeb), 1936, p.612.
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FTom our brief survey of epic procedure it is clear that such

.lines could not have been written by Homer, nor by the writers

of the earlier hexameter hymns, since they show direct speech

occupying only half a line, and the introduction of an A formula

cN ,
e:;<pa. into the midst of direct speech. Equally remarkable is a

passage of the hymn to Demeter (76-86) with lines such as :

,. '18 ' . - l , B" ,., ,.'te:;l\. Ot; cmaL't1']0cIlV e:;"w.'tov . oat;. Tlv8e:; TIOAUc.;W,

and l:. r '..,. c, '.... " r ,ua~vue:;v e:;LlI.anLvav 'tLt; e:;v all./~o'tpLa Epua~Xewv.
;,,. , l 'E ' C\ ~,.' N ,ayc'to 'tLt; vu~<pav .puaLXvova oLaX0t; E'tU¢CV ,
1\C;' " u , l1\C' J'e" ,." _,1'] cnca cc.; Lnnwv ,Tl cv 0 pUL nOL~vL a.~LepCL.

These are very unusual. The same hymn also has (line 41)

and stranger still is IV, 116 :

,. ,~ r c 6" ,. T " ;,
aTl~EpOv c~an~vllt;; 0 aV1']KOOt;. w c~ov ax8ot;,

which remincls us of the use of &V'tLAC(,~1i by the tragedians to

achieve realism. It also has the effect of quickening the narrative,

as is the case here ; at the beginning of the line Leto is still

addressing Peneios, by the end of it she has turned to the unborn

Apollo. The whole line surely cannot be spoken by Leto.

Was the use of such examples in epic situations an innovation

by Callimachus, or was it a general Hellenistic phenomenon? If the

latter, then we might expect to find a certain difference between

Apollonius and Homer in their treatment of direct speech. There is,

however, no difference. Apollonius has, without exception, adopted

the Homeric pattern.

Ivhence, then, did Callimachus derive his inspiration in

these matters, and what meaning is to be placed upon them? Clearly
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it is yet another example of the influence of other genres of

literature upon the hymns, perhaps the drama, but more probably

the mime. The effect achieved is one of relative spontaneity i

the speeches and conversations appear more lifelike. Callimachus

has brought the hymn more up to date. It is also quite likely

that the technique of the epigram again influenced him. This can

Ibe seen from ep.13, quoted. al)ove , or even in the two-line ~.34

f ... ",. " JfT~v ~s, ,,~ov~~yX wva dUOX~OV8, ~DYLVOV o~ov
t f " t _ 's , t,6f)xs- ~"s; APX'Cvos • nOLos; 0 KpDs. 6sX01LCGL.

This is another example of the way in which Callimachus helped to

mollify the rigidity of genre 'l"Jhich was an important feature of

earlier literature.

Hhile Apollonius adhered. strictly to the old rules,

Theocritus showed some of the inventiveness of r,allimachus. This

is hard.ly surprising in the pastoral or mimetic poems ; and there

is one examDle in epic (or enyllion) writing:

" ( ,).r \ L ,nvwysv ~D6 EL ~L 6EOL VO~OVTL novDpov,

which is a departure from tradition. But this is the only signific~Dt

example. Even Catullus, for all his modernity, constructed poem 64,

P~~~~d The~is, along epic lines in the matter of direct speech.

Callimachus, despite his claim to use traditional forms, showed

more inventiveness than his contemporaries or successors. T4is is

I
P.IO.

2XXIV , 68.



no doubt partly due to the vastly differing types of literature

he himself wrote. This versatility is important. We have already,

on several occasions, noticed the influence of Callimachus' other

works upon the Hymns.

50



CHAPTER III

METTIE AND STYLE.

One of the facilities which Greek poets enjoy is the freedom to

lengthen a syllable for reasons which are often far from rational.

In most cases the lengthening is in the arsis of the foot ; more

rarely in the thesis.
l

Because of this, many words in Homer

possess a syllaba anceps e.g. the first syllable of

be said about the irrational lengthenings of final syllables. There

are at least thirteen such cases in the Hymns! as follows :

I) II, 2 c " txrfe;: E: }(CLe;

2) II, 19 y.LGapLv J/
11

3) II, 20 . 6£He; 'AXI,Afja.
4) III, 61

, " ,
: E:nL llE:ya

5) III, 150 : '110:Aa ll£yav

6) IV, 83
, , , ,

: E:'tE:OV CYCVOV1:0

7) IV, 193 ' e' r!'av CpLXOe; we;

8) IV, 194- vo'toe; ~ve'

9) IV, 229 ' Ap'tt-j..LL 6oe; N
T)He;

10) IV, 238 ' , ~ HCtLqJVLOLOV enoe;

IThese words are some,"That unfashionable today, but are
still convenient provided that their meaninG is clear. Arsis refers
to the first half of the foot 1 a long syllable, thesis to the second
half, which is either one lon~ or two short syllables.
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II) IV, 263 : ~a.ei)c; , Ivwrc6c;

12) VI, 15

13) VI, 21

cThere are other examples of lengthening before p,a combination of

mute and liquid, and (j'l. These are inherited from Homer, where
J

they are quite normal they need no further comment. Of the examples

quoted, so~e can be explained by the force of the digamma, thus

1) crrf:.YJ..d.c;. 7) cJF!J~c;. 10) f trco~ oHhile these have Homeric authority

they still raise the interesting question of the extent of

Alexandrian knowledge of the digamma. They themselves never mention

it, which is rather strange in view of the vast amount of research

which was going on into earlier literature. It certainly cannot be

proved that they knew of it, but while the three examples can also

be exnlained by the theory of lengthening in arsis, we should not

discard the question of the digamma. Callimachus may have liked

the epic flavour '"Jhich it b:r:ought to his lines, even if he did

not understand it properly. Except in a few areas of Greece, the

di~amma had ceased to be effective by classical times. But it is

not impossible that it may have lingered longer on some words than

J'
on others ; a common word like f:.TCOC; for example, might have retained

it longer. We can see this sort of thing happenin~ in the case of

reduplicated perfects in Latin; presumably most verbs had a

reduplicated perfect in the beginning, but only a few retained it

----~-----------------~._---------------

IV. Cahen, Calljmague et son Oeuvre Poet~que, Paris, 1929,
p.467.
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into classical times. P~perc~, for instance, kept its earlier

form. But in the Empire parsi became the preferred form. With the

desire for uniformity and analogical levelling of conjugations

and declensions which accelerated in the Empire, peperci was

felt as an odd form, and no doubt its nature was not properly

understood. The case of the digamma may have been similar. In

some words it may have survived into the classical age of much of

Greece, at least as a conscious memory, though perhaps not understood.

Callimachus may be reflecting this fact.

Modern French, and indeed English, illustrate this point

quite welL '11he French still ~'rrite an initial H although it is

seldom pronounced. Its presence can sometimes be felt in conjunction

with another ~vord ; compare the pronunciations of les haches and

les habits. In the latter case liaison takes place, as if there

were no H. In the former case a hiatus must be observed, even though

the H is still not nronounced. The digamma may have reached a

similar stage at some point.

It would be surprising if the Alexandrians did not knOlrJ

of the digamma. Apart from early epic, it appeared in the poems

of Sappho and Alcaeus, and, indeed, came to be considered as

peculiarly Aeolic. And it lasted even longer on the Greek periphery,

to the fourth century and beyond. Alexandria, of course, had no

Gre~k history to speak of and the digamma has not been found

on inscriptions from Cyrene and Thera, which apparently had identical



1alphabets. On the other hand, it was knoiffi in the first century B.C.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus and the grammarian Trypho mention it,

although they are of no assistance in the present problem. By this

time, of course, the familiarity of contact with Rome and Latin

might have provided linRuistic assistance. It is harder to decide

whether the Doric beta in nlace of the digamma2 would have been a

help or a hindrance to the awareness of the di~amma.

Of the other examples mentioned earlier3, some are

possibly to be explained by the theory of lengthening in arsis.

The first example quoted, resembles the repetition

xa),,&: eo •• xC-.Ace •• (1, 55) and t~ trf (n, 103) in that each i-rord

occurs twice within the same line. This alone should be sufficient

to suggest that Callimachus is making a point, and an examination

may confirm this. The possible influence of the digamma in txO:s

has already been noticed.
- I \J I

Kcr,Aos is, of course, Doric, while Hcx.AO£;;

is Attic, xaA6s having the initial vowel long to compensate for

I
the lost digamma of 'Hcx.AFo£;; • But this hardly shows that Callimachus

was aware of the digamma ; he may simply have been playing with

d t r.... t.l - 1 - htlId I hthe ialects. 1] L1] J.S S J.g -y more comp icate. n t e same

line Callimachus adds t'"ZL ~tAO£;; which su,<?"gests that he "ras indicating

the derivation of ~~ from t'"rn.1L. The etYll).ology of this i.,ord is

IV. L.H.Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Arch;.aic G!:..~e~~, Oxford,
Clarendon Press, 1961, pp~25--and 31~-

2
E. g. ~ZH&£;; (Hesych.)

3
Pp.51-2.
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uncertain, but Latin jacio suggests it may have been jrj~~L.

Most authorities agree on thisl • The removal of the j sound

after the iota may have resulted in a lengthening of the iota

in certain dialects on the analogy of the digamma. Callimachus

( ,
would then have had two forms of tTl to use. This is not to say

that he himself was aware of the earlier form of the verb ; he may

have found a similar word-play in an earlier author, or he may

have found both forms separately in earlier literature. Perhaps

this was what led him to make a reconstruction of the original form

and therefore associate t~ with f:'~llL. Other writers, vihether the;y-

rl' ~r

write 1.1'] or LEkeep the iota short. In particular, Callimachus may

have had in mind a line of Apollonius :2

e ' ~, t f/ ~~, "\ -apauvcaxov CTICaaLV, L~ LC XE:X~1']yuLaL'

It is not clear from this exactly what Apollonius considered tTl

to mean he could be connecting it with taa8aL,but not necessarily.

If the original form of this. verb irIaS taaa8aL as :Boisacq affirms,

we might expect ~~ initial long vowel after the disanpearance of

the sigma. This is the case in Homer, although others have the iota

short. At any rate, there is no doubt of the scansion of the line

of Apollonius above ; there ca~ be no long iota. So Callimachus

may be making a metrical or etymological point a~ainst Apollonius •

...
To consider the matter of the digamma in the Hymns of

lE.g. :Boisacq, Dictionnaire e'tymologiq:ue cl~§3- Langue grecque,
Paris, 1923.

211 , 712.
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Callimachus we must also consider such matters as hiatus, elision,

crasis and correption. Callimachus more or less follows Homer in

these points; that is to say, he is quite contradictory in his

usage. It is true that he sometimes permits a hiatus where the

. T H ( )presence of a digamma may have been felt, e.g. w ava II, 79.

He also does this, however, with words which did not begin with a

digamma e.g. yuv~ Crr;LlJ,Coys'rcn. (I,' 131 In the Hymns this feature

ap'pears most readily with the vo1tJel eta ; there is another remarkable

instance at VI, 86,lwhere both hiatus and correption occur with

identical vowels. All the above cases differ from the abundant

examples of correption, since the first of the two juxtaposed vowels

is not shortened. Again, the digamma is often blatantly ignored e.g.

fuva (I,33).Callimachus also feels quite free to elide before a

digamma e.g. Drr;'toxuv(I, 75~He is very fond of epic corre~tion

departures from it are usually si~nificant. We have just seen examples

of a long vowel in hiatus rem~ining long before a short vowel. Perha~s

the greater weight of the long vowel prevails. In the Hymns there

are also four examples of a long vowel in hiatus remaining long

before anothe::t' long vowel. Two of these examples are identical :

T E' , I':.W u11PsLua, (V, 81 and 106). We may have to regard them as special

cases, since a shortened omega before a vocative might have sounded

odd, although we cannot be certain. of the pronunciation in Callimachus'

1 ,\ ,." , ,~,~ ", c '~~Oe ~. f' , , e - ,11 ~rr;so Cs Lrr;rr;wv ,11 cv pu~ rr;o~FvL aFL pSL.
An example with different vowels is &SLP&FSVOL ~rr;tp (III, 59).
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day. Moreover, both examnles occur at the beginning of a line,

where a long syllable is obligatory. Perhaps this is why Callimachus

put them there. It is interesting to observe tha.t Theocritus has

the same word in the same place in ~he line,l and since there is

some doubt about the text. at that point, the comnarison with

Callimachus has become more sip.nificant.

fPhe other two examples are more interesting since they

both occur with words which had a diGamma: c~ ct66~as (I, 78)

and 11~ ot: (IV, 238). It is interesting that both the c~ and the 11~

" th" h" h" 1" htl t d A -it t d l' , 6'occur ~n es~s, w ~c ~s s ~g y unexpec e. s ~ s an s cu c~ o~as

apparently breaks Naeke's law which does not allow a fourth foot

spondee before a bucolic diaeresis. When the phrase occurs in Homer

the first part is ~enerally written lu 2 ; this could be done with

Callimachus too, but 1iJOuld be unprecedent ed in the ~!!1ns, and

editors have avoided it. Alternatively, it may be said that there

is no bucolic diaeresis, c~ ~oing sufficiently closely with ct66~as

for the phrase to be considered a unit. Another example of this point

~a ~pw~a being considered as a unit; this is perhaps easier to

accept. The validity of Naeke's law, however, is questionable.

It has been invoked at IV, 226-7 (mss. reading)

lXXIV, 71

2E.g. Iliad, II, 823.
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vlhich has found general acceptance in the reconstituted form of rlIaas

,~~, ,~~, ", , ~ "
a~~a, ~L~~, vuvaoaL yap, a~uvco TIO~VLa vou~ou~
c' (-'R ' , ,
u~c~cpou~, OL OCLO TI£vOV TIG~£OUOLV c~c~~nv.

which gives a completely different, and perhaps unnecessary, 1sense.

Further violence has been done to the text by Maas2 in connection

with Callimachus I habit of following a third foot. strong caesura

(penthemimer) with a fourth fo~t strong caesura (hephthemimer) when

there is no bucolic diaeresis. There are. many examples of this in

all the H~mns except the fourth~where there are only three, although

it is by far the longest hymn. Maas 1 intention is to account for

these three examples, 1'lhich are :

~6~pa ~~v O~TIW ~OL XpuotD ~TIC~Coyc~o An~~, (IV, 39)

(IV, 1{.)

, , (, , e - ~ (IV 7T )TIap8cvLoV, ~£~ycv I) 0 ycpwv ~C~OTlLO C ~£V£LU~, ,_

Maas admits that IV, 39 cannot be altered; in IV, 4, h01lTever,

ot 8CA.CL can be written in place of 6'~etl\CL, resulting in a

third foot feminine caesura. In IV, 71, b is regarded by Maasas

t · t· 1 " ~ 'ot y~Pt"Van unpoe 1C ar 1C e u v w 5 ' ,is therefore re1lTritten as C ycpwv,

again giving a third foot feminine caesura. The article is presuma:Cily

unpoetical because it occurs in a series of nouns which have no

article. Yet exactly the same feature is found in this hymn at

lines 138-9, where •••• af ~£ 6uoa£r~
, \" 5
coxa~LaL TILV OLO, ••••

appears amidst a series of nouns Hhich have no article.

-----------_.
1 Maas gives a rather biased summary of the points involved

in his Textual_~ri!icis~, trans. B. Flo1lTer, Oxford Univ. Press, 1958,
np .28-30·

2
In !-.~~!.sce:ri:ft_1?!.:~:n.o Snell, Hunich, 1956, pp. 23-4.
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It is possible, however, that the objection is to the

article with a proper name. But elsewhere Callimachus writes

(v, 109). Moreover!

Maas' alterations require ot to be-taken as an enclitic, forming

a unit with the previous word. This in itself is dubious. It has

been remarked in this connection that ot and words like it are

neither enclitic nor proclitic, but something in between. l

Callimachus may well have agreed with this. r.onsider his line at

From the stand-point of euphony it is surely better that the first

hemiepes end after HA.<:CW than after XA.<:L0J 0', although logic

would be more likely to prefer the second alternative; but

something can be said for both cases. we should certainly not

be surprised to see logic relegated to second place from time

to time in poetry. All things considered, the question is not so

simple as Maas assu~es. Callimachus may have regarded the pentameter

more as a unit than as a combination of two hemienes, but the amount

2
of internal rhyme in the pentameters of this hymn suggests that he

was aware of the imnortance of the main caesura.

'" etThe final example of hiatus with no corrention -'l1Tl 01.-

also involves the digamma. This third person pronoun is anparently

1By O'Neill, Yale Classical Studies, VIII, pp. 108-9.

2V• infra, pO' 84,.
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different from other words with a digamma in that the force of the

dig-amma is generally retained in literature. l It is therefore

unlikely that Callimachus was making any special point on this

particular occasion, especially since a similar scansion of

. H. 2occurs In orner.

It is not inappropriate that the force of the digamma should

be felt in the H:yn!ns. IJlhe settings depicted by Callimachus echo

those of earlier hymns, although we cannot be certain that Callimachus

had any particular occasion in mind when he wrote them. And although

Callimachus has introduced much new material, he has been careful

to retain the epic ba.sis. Thus he does not forget to mention the

stringed instrument used by the epic reciters, although its releva~ce

to the external situation is restricted to the Hymn to Apollo, to

whom, of course, it was of s~ecial importance. Thus at II, 12-13

vie find :

and again later at line 16

A chorus of youths is quite a different thing from an epic reciter

as regards the. use ofaxC8o:.pt.c; , but choral lyric provided ample

precedent.

---.,------------------ ,-----------
1 V. Maas, Greek Metre, trans. Lloyd-Jones, Oxford, Clarendon

Press, 1962, p.82.--------
2

Odyssey, VI, 147.
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In the Hymns of Callimachus "ltTe occasionally find element s

which have been regarded as one of the earliest features of Greek

poetry. This is the gnomic utterance, found in either prosodiac,

paroemiac or enoplion metres (P.P.E.). The exact description of these

Imetres has been disputed ; Snell classifies them as follows :

Prosodiac

Paroemiac

~ -vv _Uv

__ u~

Enoplion: ..lL _ .... " _ u U __

It will be observed that the prosodiac ends like a pentameter,

while the other two end like a hexameter. Any phrase classified as

a prosodiac, then, would not generally occur at the end of the

hexameter. It has been suggested that the P.P.E. structure represents

2the kernel of the development of the hexameter.-- It is indeed

quite probable that the first poetic statements were· of a proverbial

nature, and there are many early examples of this in a P.P.E.

structure. Again, the most gnomic of Greek poets, Phocylides,

wrote in hexameters and elegiacs. The developed poetry of the epic

which we possess has naturally expanded considerably from this

element, but the P.P.E. structure still makes an occasional apnearance,

e.g. . . "~, - J, 3HesJ.od's xC'. I.. por; 6 eTn Ttw:Jt. v apt 01:0r;. It may be that even at

this early stage poets were adapting such elements to suit their
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1purpose.

There are several examples of this basic structure in

the Hymns of Callimachus, some clearer than others. Good examples

" , H ""\ ( 68)aCL 0 cuopxOG Ano~A.wv II, •

Other examples are similar, but some lose their gnomic force, and

reflect religious usage instead, e.g.

O'u 6' 0 u" "" " ( )eaVCG, COOL yap CtLCL I, 9 •

, ,..,-, , c", ( )
~L 0 ou xpa~covToG UTI LOXUV; I, 75 •

, 10." , 'l/, ( L)OLOOU u apc~~v T a~cvoG TC I, 9r •

oLoou 6'&pCT~V TC xaL gA.~OV (I, 96).

, , ", 6' ( )~CA.OL 6c ~OL aLCV aOL ~ III, 137 •

·d 6~ OH~CGpCncpov tp}"CoG; (IV, 21.;-).

t'TW ncnpCtJ1J.tvov ~llap (IV, 128).

r. ' H " , ( )XapLTOG 6c TOL COOCT a1l0L~~ IV, 152 •

••• xax~v b60v ~~POVL ~VA.~ (IV, r84).

which recalls the style of Theognis, himself a very gnomic poet,

and : , " '\' t" , ( )TO 6 CVTCACG, W x cnLvcuoD V, 131 .
I I

1
oux &ya8ov nOAUH.O L pav L'l (Iliad, II, 204.) certainly sounds

like a gnomic phrase, but only fits tli-e P. P.E. structure (resolved) ·if the
negative is removed. This may be an instance of Homeric adaptation
of a phrase which had developed from an oligarchical society.
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In early epic the presence of the P.P.E. structure is easy to

explain it is presumably a living force of oral poetry, a~d so

we expect it to .feature in even the most refined style. With

Callimachus the case is different. 'Hhile the sentiments "I'ihich he uses

are quite common, we do not find them in this exact form elsewhere.

He may have borrowed them from sources no longer extant, as he

(I, 79.) from Hesiod,l and so on.

But to explain them all thus is a desperate expedient. It is more

likely that Callimachus constructed them himself along the

traditional lines. And the stimulus may not have been confined to

epic, for some of the phrases remind us of maxims of Pindar, e.g.

his
N N 2aXLas ov~p ~v8pwrros • Callimachus presumably wished to insert

an archaic flavour into his hexameters. It is the love of early

epic which we have seen elsewhere. The presence of P.P.E. elements

in the archaic langua~e of a religious hymn is quite appropriate.

It is clear from the structure of the Hymns in general that

Callimachus is trying to avoid discarding the traditional frame"l'lOrk,

despite attempts to modernise. It may be significant that outwith

the P.P.E. structure we find very few gnomic utternnces. 3

1Theop.:ony, 96.
2
P., 8, 95.

3possible instances are I, 62-3 IV, 122 V, 100 and 135-6.
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The presence or absence of the digamma in the Homeric Hymns

prompted scholars to utilise such statistics for dating purposes.

This clearly cannot be done with Callimachus, but there may be

other statistics which are worth a brief glance. The presence of

a spondaic fifth foot in the hexameter is an example ; such lines

are a typically Hellenistic phenomenon. Their percent~~e in the

~ym~ is as follows: I : 14.6 ; II : 5.3 ; III : 10.8 ; IV : 3.1 ;

VI : 4.4.1 The elegiac n"rth h;ymn has no such lines. We can perhaps

regard' such dnov6cLa~ov~cG as something to which Hellenistic poets

were more addicted throl their predecessors, although there is no

evidence that it was considered a fault until Cicero passed a

biased judgement upon it. If, however, we regard a lower percentage

as evidence of a mature and restrained style, then this would put

the hymn to Zeus first, followed by the hymn to Artemis. But while

this approach is suggestive, it cannot be wholly relied upon ; the

low percentage of such lines in the hymn to Delos may simply reflect

the fact that Callimachus has more closely followed a Homeric

hymn, although the hymn in question, to (Delian) Apollo, has a

2percentage of 7.3.

---_._---------------"-
IThese figures are calculated to the nearest decimal point.

This also applies to some later figures ; for others the nearest
whole number is sufficient.

2If every single case is counted, the figure is 9.5. The
smaller fi'sure result s from ignoring more than oneoccurence of
exactly the same form of the same word at the end of the Homeric
sponclaic hexameter. This sort of repetition is avoided without
exception by Callimachus within each individual hymn, providing
yet another example of his careful polish.
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If these statistics are used along with other evidence,

the result may be more significant. As regards its use in hexameter

poems, the bucolic diaeresis is not a particularly Hellenistic

phenomenon. It is only slightly less frequent in early epic than

in the Hymns of Callimachus. It is more common in elegiac hexameters,

however, and the Bath of Pallas has the highest percentage of the

hymns, while in the epigrams of Callimachus it reaches a remarkable

92%.1 In general then, the bucolic diaeresis might be reRarded as

more of a hexametric sine qua non for Callimachus than for Homer,

although the differences are not very great. The percentages for
•

Callimachus' hymns are : I : 73 ; II : 69 ; III : 69 ; IV : 60

V : 75 ; VI : 69. These percentages do not differ greatly, but it

is interesting that they confirm in part the evidence of the spondaic

lines. We can perhaps regard a high percentage as a slight indulgence

without too much regard to stylistic effect i this would then place

the hymn to Zeus first (ignoring the Bath of Pallas for reasons just

given), which agrees with the anov6sLa(ovTss evidence. The hymn to

Delos again has the lowest percentage, which may be further evidence

of Callimachus' desire to write in a slightly more Homeric style in

this hymn. It would certainly be unwise to regard such statistics

as the product of chance. In the Hecale, for example, Callimachus

constructs ca. 12% of the hexameters with a spondaic fifth foot.

This seems more akin to the normal Hellenistic figure, for Apollonius

lAccording to Cahen, Callimaque et son Oeuvre Po~tique, p.479.
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also shows 12%.1 But taking the ~ymns as a whole (except the fifth,

of course) the percentage is 7e6, which is clearly an attempt to

play dOvID the contemporary style in favour of that of early epic,

601 2which has 5.~. Although a spondaic fifth foot does not appear in

the elegiac Bath of Pallas, this is not the case with the Aitia,

which has at least nine examples in a total of just over two hundred

complete hexameters - although this is still fairly low for a

Hellenistic poet.

It is interesting to observe that such stylistic and

metrical points in Greek verse did not escape notice at Rome.

By the end of the first century B.C. Roman elegy had more or less

established a regular ending for the pentameter j in Ovid it had

become almost obligatory. This was, of course, the disyllabic word

ending. The Greek poets, however, had allowed themselves considerably

more variety. Callimachus fluctuates somewhat in his usage of this

feature, and since it does not seem to have been a conscious

aspect of his style, "lie cannot use it for any relative dating. The

evidence which we do have is conflicting. The percentaee of

disyllabic line endings for the pentameters of the Aitia is

I : 31.8 ; II : 42.8 ; III : 27 j IV : 45.8. Book III clearly

IThis figure is calculated from an examination of four
hundred lines, one hundred selected at random from each of the
four books. The s~ecific passaged were I, lOO-200 ; II, 700-800
III, 500-600 ; IV, 900-1000.

2
See Maas, Gr_~~k Metre, p.59.



disrupts the orderly developement, but since we have no reason to

assume that each book was composed at a certain time as a unit,

we should go no further.

The percentage for the fifth hymn of Callimachus is

considerably lower - 19~7. The general picture is that of a poet

who was not particularly concerned with this stylistic point, if

he was even aware of it. All Greek poets shared Callimachus'

indifference. It is interesting to see signs of this in Catullus.

Of his longer elegia.c poems - 66, 67, 68, and 76 - three have quite

a high percentage of disyllabic pentameter Hord endings ; 67 has

41.6%, 68 has 46.3%, and 76 has 53.8%.166 , "'Thich is, of course, a

translation of a poem of Callimachus, drops to 25.4%. This is

presumably an attempt to ca.pture the style of Callimachus to some

extent. If He compare 1he tHO poems He find conscious verbal effect

made by Catullus in this direction.

Another metrical effect more Greek than Latin is the

feminine caesura (3'v) in the hexameter. Catullus is no exception

to the host of Latin writers who make almost exhaustive use of the

masculine caesura (3s). In the elegiac Bath of Pallas almost half

the hexameters have a third foot weak caesura; a comparison with

the lon.£"er elegiac poems of Catullus is again interesting. The

figures for 3H are: 67 has 8.3%, 68 has 5% and 76 has 7.7%. 66,

however, again stands out vlith 21.3%. This is all the more striking

IThe average percentage of disyllabic word endings to the
pentameters of Catullus' epi.'?;rams is 33.6. By these statistics at
least, 76 is more of an elegy than ~1 epigram.

67
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when we consider the relative frequency of third foot dactyls and

spondees in the Greek and Latin hexameter. A dactyl in this place

is far commoner in Greek j in Latin, a spondee is just as likely

1
as a dactyl. In the Bath of Pallas Callimachus has. constructed

77% of his hexametors with a third foot dactyl, 23% with a third

foot sJ?ol1dee~ gatullus'J on the.other hand, has 34% of the hexameters

in 66 with a third foot dactyl, and 66% with a third foot spondee.

A feminine caesura demands a dactyl, of course; Gatullus has thus

made his 3w caesuras an almost equivalent proportion of his third

foot dactyls)as has Callimachus.

While it is true that there is not a great deal of material

to examine, it seems clear that both the pentameters and hexameters

of 66 unite in suggesting a conscious metrical and stylistic

As we read the lines of the Hymns it becomes clear how much

effort and polish Callimachus has put into his "Jork. This perfectio:'1.

is achieved in part by certain structural effects which reappear in

varied form ; this variety serves both to retain the interest of

the reader and to display the skill of the author. A common

structural arrangement is I, 3 :

which can be represented as an a b b a form, with both grammar and

1 See Platnauer, Latin Elegia~__Ver~~, Cambridge, University
Press, 1951, pp.36-7.



sense perfectly balanced. Callimachus has emphasised this by having

only four words in the line, a factor which usually points to some

stylistic feature. Other examnle~ are not quite so perfect as this,

but the form remains basically the.same, e.g. II, 26

and again at ~rr, r08 :

another four word line, but without exact grammatical parallelism.

Another possible method of construction is an a be. b form.

Callimachus is equally fond of this, e.g. I, 11

••• tHtpa. (u'];o (,,0
'\ ~ 'Jr , ".

~EuX~a'];a.~ a Ap~o~, Ena.x'];~pa.~ BE XL~~V~~

'Ap'];t1-LL60~, •••

where a perfectly symmetrical line is enclosed within two genitive

proper names. This. same .formula appears in II, 10, in a slightly

more elaborate way

69

which has almost perfect symmetry and at II, 12

Sometimes these basic formulae serve as a stimulus to

lines of greater virtuosity, such as II, 59 :

which might be classified as a b a a b a, and III, 215-16

l:. ' , 'I ...••• nouoppwp~v A-r;a.Aa.V-r;n.V
XOUPTlV 'ra.uLOLO uuoit-r;6vov ' ApxcwC6a.o

which is most easily described as an a a
l

a
2

b a3b
1

formula, with the



second line again having- only four 'trlOrds. It is clear then that

Callimachus has advanced somewhat from the more simplified structure

of the Homeric Hymns. These earlier hymns had retained the formulaic

structure of early epic, with its recurrent pattern of line endings

and extended epithets. Callimachus has, for the most part, discarded

this j the form and symmetry which we have just seen represent new

possibilities.

Callimachus also has a fondness for encasing the hexameter

within tliO words in agreement, usually a noun all.d its adjective,

'\ f " r/ ," 6 '1 '\e.g. II, 37: e~~s~aLs ouo ocroov C~L XV Os ~~ec ~apcLa!s,

. I 49 'e' c, N ~, ~ ~ ,or aRaln I , ~L sou u~ CPW~L xcxau~~vos nC~~~OLO.

another four word line. l This device is not uncommon in the Hymns.

It is clearly the result of attention to detail and delicate

construction - Alexandrianism in miniature. Similar to this is
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IV, 79 : ~ O'DTIOOLv~8c!Oa xopou &TIs~avoa~o vv~~~
aG~6X8wv MCAC~ •••

but it can al so be regarded as an imitation of the Homeric use of

the article as a substantive with pos~poned noun, as :

&~ 6 ~tv fv8a xa8sUoc TIOAV~Aas otos 'Oouoosus 2

Another example from Callimachus is IV, 77 :

This example illustrates an important aspect of the Hymns

I Whether we assume tmesis, or take the preposition with its
noun as a unit.

2Odyssey, VI, 1.
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Callimachus is in no way dominated by the stichic nature of the

early hexameter. While Callimachus may be imitating feat~res of

early epic, this does not permit us to say that he must have

understood their exact significance. He may simply have liked the

archaic flavour of, say, the noun postponement. The problem is

similar to that of the digamma. It may be, also, that Callimachus'

fondness for encasing a hexameter within two words of agreement

derived from the Homeric use of the postponed noun separated from

a substantival article. But adaptation and expansion of Homeric

technique may have begun not long after the composition of the

1
. 1ear y ep~c poems.

This careful attention to the structure of the line was

an element of Alexandrianism which stimulated the Neoterics and

Augustans, resulting in constructions such as the golde~ hexameter,

devia puniceae velabant limina vittae. 2

The Hymns do not have such a perfect example as this, but it is

possible to see the germ of the golden line in II, 20

o~6£ et~Ls 'AXLA~a XLvup£~aL a~iLva ~~~~p,

where a slight change _TCa.t6a for ~~~T]P - vJOuld have produced the

perfect result, unless, perhaps, objection be taken to the initial

IThere are obvious signs of this in the Theogon:y: of Hesiod
v. Schwabl, Beobachtungen zur Poesie des Hesiod, Serta Philol.
Aenipontana, 1962, pp.69-84.

2Prop.IV, ix, 27.
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Another notable device used by Callimachus is anaphora.

This phenomenon is as old as Greek literature, but receives a

special prominence in the Hymns. Sometimes the anaphora is quite

extensive e.g. at IV, 260-64, each line beginning xpuoca •••

xpVO'W ••• xPUOCI.OV ••• XpuO'w •••; or again the fivefold repetition of
I I

OO~ between III, 6-8. Sometimes anaphora is followed by anaphora,

e.g. I, 6-9, where four succesive hexameters begin Zcu •• Zcu ••

Kp~~c~••Kp~~cs· Also striking is the double anaphora within the

hexameter, as in the oracular lines IV, 84-5
Ii: , \., N', J, , ,
Nu~~al. ~c~ Xal.pOUO'LV, o~c apua~ o~0po~ ac~cL,

NU~~L a'a~ xAa(oUOl.v, g~c 6PUOL ~~xt~1. ~u~~a.'

There are also examples of the so-called bucolic anaphora, e.g. III, 44

, c,,-'· "\ (.l' , pand V, 45 : ocqJ,cpov, uUPO~OP0I., 1J.~ I-'a..rt~c::~c - oa].lcpov Apyos,

and V, 125 : no~~a 6~ BOLw~otO'L 8c::onpona, nOAAct at Ka6~~,

Bucolic anaphora was generally a feature of the epigram, which may

explain why two of the three examples in the Hymns (III, 256 is

dubious) occur in the elegiac fifth hymn.

Occasionally anaphora is merged. vii th a seri es of short

cola, producing a tricolon or tetracolon with (usually weak) anaphora.

Such constructions are common in early Latin in both literary and

non-literary form. Very often the words involved are synonyms,

or at least words with some relation in meaning to each other.

This is vTell illustrated by quoting a few lines from an early



ILatin carmen: Mars pater, te precor quaesoque,
ut sies volens propitius
mihi, domo, familiaeque nostrae, •••
agrum, terram, fundumque meum •••••
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The first line contains a dicolon, while the third and fourth show

tricolon crescendo. The poetry of Plautus also abounds with such

expressions, e.g. Pseudolus, l~':

alih1; re aRt opera aut· consilio borio.

which is a tricolon crescendo with ananhora, although the repeated

aut is not very striking. Callimachus has a surprisingly similar

line at V, 139
p " , , J J,/. . , , ,

O'UV 1: cuCtyoP"!f OUV 1: cUY1J.CtO'I. O'uv 1: oAoi\uYCtLs .

although there is no crescendo element. But this device of arithmetic

progression appears at VI,5-6 :

which is a good example of a tetracolon crescendo. Such phenomena

are not common in Greek literature i their formulaic structure

suggests archaic, possibly religious, usage. If so, they are quite

appropriate to the Hymns.

It has already been observed that the recurrent pattern of

line endings and extended epithets, found in early epic and the

2·
Homeric hymns, have more or less vanished from Callimachus. The

fifth hJ~n, however, has an interesting variation on the traditional

formula. The irlOrd ~ A6CtvCtLCt occurs eight times in this hymn, and

2Sunra, p.70.
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on every occasion appears in the sarno place in the line - after

the first trochee - whether in the hexameter or pentameter. In the

form 'A8avaC~it occurs three times, again always after the first

trochee. The genitive 'A8avaCas occurs once, also after the first

1
trochee. There are no other instances of this tetrasylla~ic form

of the name. In its trisyllabic form the word appears thrice

'Aea.va (1. 79) comes at the end of a hexameter. The other'tvw instances

involve crasis; w8ava (1.35), ~&8av~ (1.51) both occur at the

beginning of a hexameter. All three share an aversion to beginning

after the first trochee. As for the longer form of Athene's name,

there is something Homeric about its recurrence in exactly the

same part of the line, although this feature generally occurs in

the latter half of the hexameter in early epic. 2 Athene is also

referred to as TIa~~as in this hymn. The accusative (1.53), genitive

(1.1) a~d dative (1.15) of this noun each occur once. On each

occasion the word occupies the fourth foot of a hexameter. The

nominative occurs once also (1.132), but at the beginning of a

pentameter. Whether she is referred to as Athene or Pallas, the

goddess tends to occupy fixed positions in the line. There is no

metrical reason for this Callimachus is probably playing with

the formulaic element of early epic.

IThe specific instances are in Pfeiffer's index s.v.
'A8i'jvaCTjo

2It may be for thi s reason that Heinreich, Hurzburger
Jahrbi1cher fur die Alterums1;'1'issenschaft, II, 1947, pp. 33-7, declares
(accordin~ to the abstract in L'Annee Philolopique ; I have been
unable to consult the article) that Ca11imachus is making a decisive
brea~ from Homeric custom.
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It is also possible that Callimachus is trying to achieve

something of a refrain, since the address to Athene occurs throughout

the poem, although at irregular intervals. Slightly more Homeric

is the repetition of the line-ending l~t~L xsCvou (II, 47 : IV, 275)

although it may have been accidental. But deliberate, surely, is

the repetition of the line-ending ot5~ Aotaaa (VI, 12, 16).

An important feature of the Hymns of Callimachus is the

variety of content and style which they display.lThe Homeric hymns

are far more rigid and conventional by comparison. A good examnle of

this is Callimachus' use of the simile, particularly the lengthy,

formal simile which extends over several lines. It is virtually

a sine qua non of early epic, and of Hellenistic too, if we may

use Apollonius as an example. Yet it has no significant place in

the Hyr~ of Callimachus, althou~h the Homeric hymns are full of

them. Short similes, certainly, are found in Callimachus, as they

are in every writer, e.g. VI, 91 :

f:'VL nAayywv,

but there is nothing particularly significant about this. The only

example of a formal extended simile seems to be the descri~tion

of the noise generated by the shield of Ares, likened to the

rumblings of Etna ; it may well be that its appearance in the

Hymn to Delos is significant, as this hymn is, of course, the

most faithful to a Homeric antecedent. It extends over seven lines

lFor more detailed information v. chapter II.
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from IV, 141-47, :

Although it is basically traditional in structure, it contains

several typi cally Ca,llimachean el ement s, such as t he rhyme ending

the first and last lines of the simile, reinforced also in the

third line. Other points are worth a brief glance. ~ooos (1.147)

normally occurs at the beginning of a Homeric simile , and the

. ' N Ysequence lS generally ~ooos··.ooos· Here there is no OOOSl

and ~ooos seems to refer to &s. It may be that ~6oos is equivalent

to goos, as it is in Callimachus' hymn to Apollo, II, 94

which is very unusual. The position of ~6oos is also odd, as it

is normally f01L"Yld at the beginning of a line. The beginning of the

line (147) is in fact occupied by ~fjl.LOs. This 'Nord is an odd

answer to&s 5', 6TI;6"~This latter phrase often introduces a simile

in Homer, but it never makes a temporal poin~. Indeed, LSJ remark

that the
a
o~c seems superfluous. It is the content of the clause

which is the cause of comparison, not the idea of time. Consequently,

Homer's correlative to &s g~c, or &s <!>1tO~C is ~s 1 meaBing thus.

What Callimachus has done is to take ~~~os with o1t6~', this latter

>
"

lIliad 1 11 , 528.
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"lvord being separated mentally from ttc; for the present purpose.

'" " t s:.' c"
~oooC;, however, can only refer to we; v , ono~ as a whole, and to

the content of the simile. Callimachus has confused, or perhaps

rather merged two basic types of s~mile.

" ' "~CLov~aL ~uxa nav~a is another interesting element in

the simile. The neuter plural subject is found with a plural verb.

This is quite common in Homer, but far less so in Hesiod and the

Homeric hymns, hence the idea that it is the correct earlier form

and the use of a singular verb a later idea. The examples from

Hesiod and the Homeric hymns are, moreover, based on Homer for
. 1

the main part. At any rate, Callimachus seems to be the first

person to use ~uX& as the plural of ~uX6C; • Homer's plural is

llUXOUC; 2. This, then, may have led Callimachus to use a plural

verb, although it is not really expected even after the modification

of the noun. Homer is some,vhat ambiguous on this point. His

heteroclite nouns take a pl~ral verb when they appear .in a

masculine plural form ; this is to be expected, of course. When

the same nouns appear in a neuter plural they do not seem to govern

a verb.

To return to the simile, the alliteration of line 146

may be intended to represent the clatter of the tripods. This line

also contains three dactyls interlocked with three spondees, perhaps

1
V. Scott, Amer.Journal of Philol., L, 191, 1929, PP.1l-6.

2Iliad , XXI, 23.



intended as a metrical illustration of tripods, although this

1formula does occur elsewhere in the Hymns. It is clear, at any

rate, that Callimachus has not accepted the Homeric simile without

adding features of his o~m.

Elsewhere, (VI,50-2) Callimachus gives us a description

which, although technically not a simile, has most of the

characteristics ofa simile

2We are reminded of the description of Odysseus who came forth

like a lion to meet Nausicaa and her maidens. These lines of

Callimachus make it clear that he did not completely accept the

stereqtyped nature of Homeric simjles, but that he liked to recall

them, and alter them to suit his Citm nurpose. In the previous

chapter we noticed a similar developement in his use of speech

formula.

It is also possible to make a comparison between persons

or things without resorting to a formal simile. Callimachus does
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so in a rather interesting way he uses the tanGible (Ptolemy) to

describe the intangible (Zeus) at I, 85-6 :

••• ~OLX8 6~ ~8K~~paaeaL
t.. ..
~~C~8P~ ~CO£OV~L•••

A flattering description of Ptolemy follows. In epic similes the

IE.g. I, 26.

2Odyssey, VI, 96-8.
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reverse is normally the case, and a mortal is likened to a god

or hero when there is a desire to stress his merit. Thus Homer

writes of Hector:

But let us return for a moment to the phrase of Callimachus just

quoted. In writing fo PH:; ot 't"Crq.l.Tjpuo80:. L, he may have been

influenced by arguments of probability ('t"6 clxo<;), which were
J

. 2
so common in Greek legal oratory of all periods. What Callimachus

means is that it is reasonable to assume that Zeus can be understood

by taking ptolemy as an initial point of comparison. Also, his use

of 't"£x~~Po:.08UL to introduce the evidence may owe something to the

methodical approach favoured by philosophy. We are reminded of

Aristotle's constant use of the phrase 't"CX~TjPLOV at.By this

Aristotle means demonstrable proof, as opposed to

Callimachus, however, has combined the two elements in an ap~arent

paradox i but he may have ignored the stricter interpretations.

There is another example of this approach in his hymn to Apollo,

II, 34-5

It is possible that Callimachus was influenc:::.cl in this by current

lIliad, XI, 294-95. Many of the 6co- compounds also come
under this category. A poet can refer in this way to other men
i1Ti thout fear of Nemesis i perhaps such men ,,,ere indeed more like
the gods. We are reminded of what Plato makes Socrates say of
previous generations at Philebus 16 C, : o~ lJ.tv rco:.i\.ULoL, xpd't"'t"OVCi;
t_ " , 61': '-
~~WV XUL CYYU't"cpw CwV OLXOUV't"C<;.

2V• Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in Greece, London, 1963,
pp.30-1.



theories of theological rationalisation, notably those of Euhemerus,

who, a few years earlier, had expounded his theory of the gods'

origins as mortal men. Callimachus, however, derived his explanation

of the divine from his o~m surroundings. This is a relatively

sophisticated idea,but it does not necessarily imply a personal

belief in the gods; Callimachus ' position under the ptolemies

no doubt made recognition of the official religions obligatory.

Since tmesis continued to be used by most Greek poets, it

is perhaps wrong to conslder it an epicism. l Callimachus, however,

probably thought of it as giving a~ epic flavour to his poetry.

There are examples of tmesis in each of the six hymns, ranging

from at least nine instances in the hymn to Artemis, to apparently
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only one in the hymn to Apollo. The most common adverb or preposition

involved is
, ,

(I, 49 II, 37 III, 58 III, 148 III, 252£7tL ; ;

IV, 234 VI, 96.) follo~ved -by 6.7t6 (I, 44 III, 174 III, 236

IV, .209 V, 31 ; VI, 75. ) then eve I:) (I, 17 j I, 84 III, 112

265 VI, 20.) Other examples with 61.6.,
, , ,

IV, are 7tpOC;, £x, m::pL,

,
and 7t(('Pa.. There is considerable variety in the use made of11£"£'((.

-such tmesis. Sometimes the two words in question are separated by

a very small word, e.g. , 6"[3''\£\1 £ ((./\<::1J (III, 112), repeated at IV, 256,

, ,;? ( ) dor cx 6 CXSC\I I, 32 • Bnt we also find as many as three ",.'Or s

lIt is prcbable, however, that only at the beginning of
Greek literature was it a subconscious feature. Tmesis, of course,
is the wrong word to use in this early period.
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~n erven~ngf e.g. sn~ uS y~uxu x~p~ov sppws • (I, 49) ; other
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examples at III, 148 and III, 252. They too involve hCL ; such

a large separation seems to occur only with this word.

Most of the examples are found with the adverb or prefix

preceding the verb or noun this is the normal method of tmesis.

But there are at least tvJO instances vIhere the verb appears first

I, 44 :

and III, 181 : ~Ae~ nap"HtA.~os xaA.bv xopov, •••

In the latter case nap' probably also Roes with the following noun.

While rare, these examples of retrospective tmesis are by no means

1unprecedented i there is an example in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo

There are also, as in Homer, cases lilhere the adverb or prefix

occurs in one line with the verb in the following line, e.g. III, 148 :

••• e~o\ 6'ln\ TI&v~ss lxcCvw
~A.A.~X~Ov ysA6wcr~,... I

, ,
- here again cn~ may also go VIi th

, ,
CXSLV~ - a~d III, 252

and again at V, 31
c ,.. ,

••• OJs a.no xa.L~a\l

1tt~Tj~aL, •••

where the pentameter has the main verb.

It is possible to regard all the above instances as

adverbial uses of the preposition, but since they are also to be

lIn, 250-51.
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taken with the verb or noun, the dubious term tm~~is should be

retained. Indeed the word may not be inappronriate in the case

of Callimachus and other post-Homeric writers.
j,

The division of a word like OUTIW, which occurs in the

Hymns (e.g. III, 244) is too common to be significant. But tmesis,

or division, of a noun is another matter. There may be an instance

661
C J:." " I'{" ""of this at IV, : Tj U €:TI\, vTjO'a.wv €:H::PTj o'XOTIOC; ctLTI€:La.WV

B un · t . hCL T"ll" t.hy 1 lng , Ol-wrcoc; we achieve a considerable improvement

in the sense. The probability of the noun tmesis is perhaps

strengthened by Ennius' cere comminuit brum j this early Latin

writer spoke Greek and had probably read Callimachus. On the other

hand, equally good sense is retained by taking ~TIC with ~O'~o

which begins the next line.

The form vTjoawv at IV, 66 is very odd. Such a form of the

genitive plural is permissible with nouns of the first declension

but not of the second, of which this is the only instance in the

Hymn~. Giangrande has a rather erudite explanation for this. 2

, N 8' 'Callimachus has in mind the Homeric phrase vTjO'wv €:TIL TjAvT€:pawv

which occurs twice in the Iliad3 • It is the only example in Homer

of v~O'wv, genitive case, with an adjective in agreement in the same

line. Callimachus, for his present purnose, has regarded 8TjA.VT€:pawv

1Suggested by Giangrande, Rheinisches r:Iuseum, CX, i, 1967,
pp.153-55·

20p.cit.

3XXI , 454 and XXII,. 45. The variant
appears in the O.C.T.
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as meaning feminine, whereas Homer clearly intended it to mean

fertile. The reader must then understand that this has influenced

V~dO~, moving it temporarily from the second to the first declension.

This may well be the correct explanation. It is simpler, however,

to assume that Callimachus has made use of the fact that V~dO~

is a feminine noun of the second declension, and has taken the

liberty of grouping it with the feminine nOW1S of the first

declension and treating it accordingly. We are reminded of his

t ' Ireatment of the noun '}.luX0<;;.

It is also interesting to observe in the Hymns elements

such as alliteration, rhyme, and other verbal points. A good example

of alliteration is IV, 88 :

where we can almost feel the anger of Apollo; the fact that it is the

openin,g,- line of his speech adds to the effect. Rhyme appears in

many places ; normally the end of one line rhymes with the end of

the next, as at I, 12-13 :

Occasionally it is the same word which is repeated, as at I, 87-8

The beginnings of these lines also rhyme, because of the anaphora.

1
V. supra, p. 77.
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The same word is repeated again at the end of consecutive lines

at II, 26-7 :

Rhyme generally does not involve more than two lines, but at II, 78-80

it extends over three :

::VL TCOAAOL., ;~ 
Wa..Va., 't"a.UpOL.

6c ~Wf.LoC

All the examples quoted involve only one syllable ; this is the case

with most Greek rhyme. Callimachus, however, uses two syllables at

VI, 79-80

It is the fifth hymn, however, which makes the most consistent

use of rhyme. The amo~mt of internal rhyme within the pentameters

is striking; very often the rhyming is exact, as at line 12 :

At other times the result is almost a rhyme, not quite so exact as

the previous example, as at line 26

If we include the instances of both these cases, we find that

1
almost 24% of the pentameters in this fifth hymn have internal rhyme.

By any standards this is a high proportion. It would have been even

higher if the hymn had not been 1'1ritten in Doric, as can be seen from

1The other examples occur at lines 8, 20, 22, 32, 36, 38, 50,
60, 64, 72, 86, 100, 102, 112 and 138.



the first pentameter of the hymn

~~L~£ ~av LTInWV ~P~L ~pua00o~CVaV

Notable also for rhyme in the first he,lf of the line are

the oracular hexameters IV, 84-5 :

cNUll~o.L ~€:~ XO'.LpOUO'LV, 01:C OpUo.C; g"I"J.~POC; &.t~£L,
NUll~o.L O'o.u Y..Ao.LOU(J'LV, g~£ opuo). ~TJY..tH (,OUAAo..'

Other notable verbal effects are WTIOAAOV, nOAAoL (II, 69),

KOUPTJ~£C;••• Y..OUpLSOV~OC; (I, 52-4)e
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CHAPTER IV.

CONCLUSION.

From the points which have been raised and discussed in this thesis

it is clear that Callimachus was a typical lit erary fi,'Yure of his time

in that his works display erudition and refined criticism rather

than originality of inspiration. His skill lay in his ability to

use the traditional art forms as a basis for his outpouring of

research and scholarship in such a way that the fundamentals of

Greek literature were never compromised. Indeed, a kno'trledge of the

classical and pre-classical literature remains of supreme importance

for the understanding of Alexandrian literature. Callimachus had

much to say that ~las ne,,;, but novelty,as he vlell kneH, is considerably

enhanced by comparison and juxtaposition vJith traditional ele:nents.

As vJe have seen! the influence of other genres - often

contemporary - became important, and it is perhans not surprising

that an ad hominem approach occasionally appears. This is no doubt

linked to the emergence of an age of scholar poets j noetry could

tolerate many varied strands and viewpoints in its nroduction, but

scholarshin, postulating an attainable truth, could make far fewer

concessions to individuality.

A question iVhich must be raised "lith Callimachus,' as ,,;ith

all Alexandrian poets, concerns the extent to Hhich his linguistic ffild

metrical subtleties 'trould be appreciated by an audience. If He feel

86
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a little uneasy about this, it is surely no more than we feel about

the tragic choral ode or the Pindaric ode. When we reme~ber that

Callimachus wrote primarily for fellow-~~ts we must feel reassured.

This does not exclude the possibility that Callimachus operated on

more than one level, as Pindar obviously did. Callimachus certainly

displayed the influence of the external 't'lOrld in his poetry; elements

of flattery remind us of Callimachus'favoured position under the

Ptolemies. The festivals and processions which the Rymns purport to

celebrate are certainly convenient excuses, but it seems likely that

Callimachus regarded this public role, if indeed there was one, of

little importance beside the permanence of his art.
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